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ENTERPRISE
Christinas Edition
Twenty-Two Pages

Capital* $50,000
Surplus and Profit, $35,000

CHARLES H. COLE
FIRE INSURANCE

Ross Block

Kennebunk

"

WS

OCEAN
NATIONAL BANK
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Depository for United States Postal Savings Funds
YOU NEED LIFE INSURANCE

E. A. FAIRFIELD
OF KENNEBUNK

Member Federal Reserve Bank

Will help you to the best policy in the
Strongest Life Insurance Co. in the world

R., W, LORD, President

SEE HIM

F. M. ROSS, Vice President

N. P. EVELETH, Cashier

Appropriate Christmas Gifts
In our large and varied stock you can find many articles suitable
for Xmas Gifts which are Useful and Appropriate.
Call and let us show you.

Kennebunk Steam Laundry
FRANK RUTTER, PROPRIETOR

Cutlery
in every form imaginable. We
can suit any requirement.

Edison&Victor
Talking Machines
y

Give pleasure to all •

Skates Sleds
Snow-Shoes

KENNEBUNK,

MAINE

What is more pleasing to the
young folks than one of these?
We can show you a large assort
ment at a wide range of price.;
“I’m quite ashamed—’tis mighty rude to eat'so much, but all’s so good.”

H and=Colored

Pictures & Calendars

Kodaks

EAT YOUR DINNERS

We have never yet been able
to supply the demand for these
at the Xmas Season. This year
we have an extra large assort
ment. Better order early. Also
Frames made to order.

And Cameras for the young pho
tographers, are gifts that will
give much pleasure all the year.
Ask to see the new Vest Pocket
Kodak—Makes an ideal present.

GREENLEAF RESTAURANT, KENNEBUNK

’ —AT THE—

Menu and Service Pleases Many?’ Will Please You.

Fruits and Vegetables in Season.

Proprietor

P. D. Greenleaf

For the Lady of the House
We can show many Useful Gifts, among them: Carpet Sweep
ers, Chafing Dishes. Casseroles, ( Serving Dishes, Percola
tors, Tea Kettles, Roasters, Carving Sets, Etc.

J; C^||^vell, Florist
Plants and Flowers for Christmas and the Holidays

KENNEBUNK,

G. W. Larrabee Company

MAINE

Telephone Connection

Kennebunk Enterprisë

PRICE, THREE CENTS
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ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENING^ CORRECTLY REPORTED

AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

i Wonderfully

Constructed

OVERCOATS

An Ad In This Paper Wil
Bring You Business

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

BOARD Of TRADE “AT HOME
DRAWS'A RECORD ATTENDANCE

GEORGE E. HUDSON
g

gGHand Tailored at Special
Prices for the Holidays
The custom tailored overcoat made

here is thoroughly luxurious, having all

Interesting and Helpful Lectures by Prominent Citizens and
Fine Musical Program Keep Large Audience
Interested and Pleased
“MADE IN

KENNEBUNK” REFRESHMENTS FEATURED

Hand Made Harness, Sanford, Mills Blankets
and Robes, PJush/Remnants, For Coats, Ladies
and Gents Rain Coats, Trunks, Suit Cases, and
Large Stock of Gloves.,
Bags at all prices.
Good- line of Dr. Daniels, Dr. Leisure, and
Morrison’s Ho^se Remedies.
If I have hot
what i you want I can get it on short notice.

The Board of Trade “At Home, ” heldI Lincoln’s and Washington’s, Birthdays/
at Mousam Opera House, Friday even■ patriotic entertainments, will be given
ing, proved, in every way, the huge suc■ under the auspices of the Grand Army.
Special prices now include your own
cess anticipated, about 600 mien, women1, The women are to have their turn as
and
children expressing interest in thes well .and present their ideas of. the
Telephone 123-12 ,
Repairing a\Specialty.
selectron from our wonderful assortwelfare of their native or adopted homes town’s needs.
ment of guefranteee all wool fabrics; (2) carefull fittipgs apd
by being present.
i
In very few towns can be found, as
The'
stage
was
cleaned
and
simply
muchexcellent home talent as in Ken
try-offs; (3) expert designing and cutting; (4) skillful tailor,
decorated, with a large. American flag, nebunk and local entertainers are to
ing; and last but not least? \
evergreen and small pine trees, and, with,. take a large part in these affairs.
the new scenery forming the back- " When Mr. Wilson had -concluded,
ground, presented a pleasing appear about? 60 schdql children took places
ance.
upon the stage and sang “The Lost
Seated upon the stage were President Chord” and “America the Beautiful,”
A. W. Meserve, Rev. D. M. Wilson, in a manner to reflect credit upon them
Frank W?Bonser,-Walter K. Sanborn, selves andtheir instractor, Miss Lovely.
John W. Coombs and Uriah A. Caine.
Miss Dorothy Barker accompanied them
Quck service in pressiug clothes, v Cleaning and alteriiig our
President Meserve opened the meet and Miss Ruth Cousens played the
ing with a brief outline of the circum marches, when they entered and left
specialty at most moderate prices/ Send in your SUIT to-day.
stances leading up to the organization the stage.
of the board and some of its activities
Frank W. Bonser was introduced and
since the first meeting in June.and'wel made a short talk on “What can the
Realize and those who do not. will soon find that
comed the audience in behalf of the or Merchants do for Kennebunk.” He
ganization.
stated that in these days no 'man can
Rev. Mr. Wilson, chairman of the /conduct ajive business on a grave yard
committee on entertainment; was intro policy and that success in business life
duced. He expressed himself as pleased is largely a matteiyof taking events ipto
with the large audience, paying tribute partnership.
Acme Theatre Building
to the improved appearance of the stage
Satisfaction should be the watch'word.
is the place to buy high grade goods at reasonable
made by thè new scenery. He thanked AH for each aria each for all is fast be-:
KENNEBUNK,
MAINE®
those instrumental in securing the same, cbmirig the universal-slogan. The spirit,
prices. You will find a good assortment of useful
especially the Allan Dramatic Club and" of co-operation must be to the fore; the
the Rev. Mr. Cainn, who labóred long merchant arid manufacturers need each
Christmas Goods.
and hard to make the improvement pos other: they both need the farmers. He
sible.
I stated that if anyone thought Kenne
He told of the Board of Trade as be- [ bunk was, not a good town and that it
ing not primarily an organization of wer^not possible to improve it, anyone
traders, but rather a banding togethèr dissatisfied with conditions should no,t
of traders/ and all 'who trade 'for the knock, but pack up and start in search
Reformation of" traders. If business con- ,of their ideal town.
- '
;
ditions are not what they should be,
The local merchants inay do business
hard work and conscientious Concen- at
. a profit’ to themselves and be of
trated effort will. invariably gain the de- credit
(
to themselves if they follow the
-OFsired end. To illustrate his point,. he Lfollowing .simple rules: Furnish good
told of a stbry of an American visiting ff00ds______
af fair
use satisfactory I
_ ‘ prices;
' ,.|M
Scotland. The American was .'not‘ par- methods in dealing With customers; em'
ticularly enthused aver the River Clyde; p]oy6oAipetent, Courteous clerks; have
the Scottish river suffering in compari- suffieient capital: advertise their wares
son to our Mississippi and Missouri and■ and maintain their integrity to each arid
OtherJarge streams^ being calleda mere t all with whom they come in contact.
ditch. ‘ ‘But, ’ ’ said his auditor, ‘ ‘Nature The motto of all should be “a bigger and
P.O. SQUARE,
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
provided you with your rivers, what we better Kennebunk. ”
have here we made ourselves.” The * The njale quartet, composed of B. A.
Clyde t originally was not a navigable- Smith, Gordon Carter, Harry Fairfield,
rfver, but Scotch industry transformed, and Frank Rutter, accompanied by Miss
it until now, ships built on its bank, Evie Littlefield, , sang “(Welcome Har
steam to fevery important port on the vest Home, ” receiving an encore that
globe and Glasgow now ranks high as shook the very rafters. Apart of the
a shipping centre. The same—principle song was repeated.
may be applied to apy business condition
, U. A. Caine, o&whom jt can be said,
and worked out tb a profitable ending.
that no man has a greater interest jn the
Mr. Wilson said the meeting was sim
development and betterment of his na
ilar in a way to what was to follow ¡in
tive town than he, was pext presented AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, POWER BOATS,
the sense of bringing the townspeople
to
the gathering his subject, “What can‘
together, and while thex entertainments
the Board of Health do for Kennebunk? ’ ’
SAW MILLS, GASOLINE ENGINES, STEAM
were to be of a'high class, the matter
being ably presented in a 5-minute
of final profit to the Boat'd was. to be
speech. He described the board as be
waived and popular prices asked, that all
ENGINES AND BOILERS
ing''vested with practically unlimited
might attend. The first of the series
power,
as
far
as-enforcing
Treasures
MAIN STREET,
<
V
KENNEBUNK, MAINE -comes next Friday evening, - when the
Both New and Used, Bought, Sold and Exchanged
Baker Concert Company of Boston will tending to the preservation of the pub
entertain, with a program of readings lic health. They can do as they wish,
and
not
tell
even
the
state
or
federal
and vocal and instrumental music.
why until they get ready.
There are to be 100 seats at 25c, 100 at government
:
He described the personnel of the board
15c an^ 200 at 10c each.
Later, will come the well and favor- 'as follows;—“The Board is composed of
ably known Temple Quartette, while ori |
(Continued ph. Page Sevenj
the styte and character in the tailoring

Satisfaction is Guaranteed

Come In and Get-Our Special Prices

Kennebunk Maine

MOST PEOPLE

1 ix

Gleaning

Carl Remar ^ssing

Lord's Hardware Store

Done

*

Cutlery, Percolators, Thermos Bottles,

A Large Line

Casseroles, Sleds, Skates and Snow-

Shoes, Aluminum and Nickel Ware,etc

John W. Lord

Stamped Goods,

Ribbon, Handkerchiefs
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ànd Novelties

are a few of the many

useful presents to be

Clark Machinery Agency

found' at

Potter’s Bargain Store

Do Your Xmas Shopping Early

Ross Block

Kennebunk, Maine
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

Travel
at our Expense
Don’t purchase your Xmas gifts before you have ex
amined our line of Ladies’ and Gents’
.
Fancy Slippers, etc.

Our line is complete and prices the lowest;

Ladies Slippers

Men’s Slippers

FANCY BOXES

FELT and LEATHER

60c to $1.50

60c io $1.50

We will pay your fare from Kennebunk and sur
roundings) to Sanford, on a $10 purchase and half fare
on a $5.00 purchase from December 10th to 24th.

i||| ■
S
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Harney Shoe

Paçkard Shoe

FOR WOKÌEN

FOR MEN

CHRIS1Ä GIFTS
FOB THE PRACTICAL

Useful Christmas Presents

Things Ornamental arid Useful
That May Be Made at Home.

Useful presents—things that will bring sweet recollections of you

OR the sternly practical mem
bey of the family something to
wear never comes amiss as a
Christmas gift There are so
many things ip this line that one may
give that one, need never be in doubt
what to present to those who prefer the
useful to the merely ornamental souve
nir. There are collars and trlnkets of
all borts, handkerchiefs, gloves, etc.,
all suitable for this purpose.
Illustrated here is a sailor,collar for
a young girl, Yi Is df tan linen, em
broidered in blue and red. The pat
tern is a simple ope, but any other
that pleases the taste might be substi
tuted for it.
As to sappers, they are always ip
demand, from the daintiest of boudoir
creations' fashioned of ribbon to the
cozy knitted or crocheted ones which
¿re the delight of the Invalid.
. Very easy to make are the crocheted
slippers shown here. They are in dou
ble crochet. the work being done to
giye the familiar ribbed pattern. As
each slipper must be shaped to suit the
size of the foot for which it is intend
ed, no directions in regard to ^number
of stitches to be used would be gener
ally useful. The size. can be gauged

K

not onlyffor the time being but for many months to come.-—

are the presents you should remember your friends with

Leathe

Pleasure, Satisfaction, Economy

H. J. DeLisle & Co.

. v will be your reward for making here your selections of

SHOE DEALERS

Sanford, Maine

162 Main St.

------------- -------------------------------------------------------------

TELLING TJ-JEIR WANTS

GIRO’S SAILOR COXJiAB.

by measuring. Select a color of yarn
that you know the receiver of the gift
to be fond df and do not economize
on the ribbon for bows.
A nice gift for a little' one is crochet
ed bootees. Winter bed socks paay be
made for the'older children. The cro
cheting or knitting of a pair of slip
pers may be accomplished in the
course of a few evenings. For a pair
of really dainty slippers use. mercer-,
Ized worsted, which looks ¿like silk1
floss of a very heavy quality and
which works up so coarsely that the
slipper grows with extraordinary rapid
ity. «Having worked with hook or
needles the strip that is long enough
to cover the lower portion of the foot
overstitch one side of it to a silk lined
insole, croc.uet a fancy finish to the
upper side, run through its meshes a
ribbon and have this drawstring termi-.,
nate In a huge rosette at the instep,
while the toe is decorated with a large
round buckle of the mercerized worst
ed. Then make the slipper.
Even more quickly* made is the
“mule” type of bedroom slipper. This
consists of merely a satih lined indole
to which is attached a V ^shaped piece
of woven mercerized worsted, forming

?SBS

of Quality
ARE MADE HERE
Largest stock in York County
Latest Còiti pressed Air Tools
';V i/r’

'.k£'-A

used to Carve and Letter

our Stones.

Reeves & Linscott
Telephone Alfred 4-4

CROCHETED SLÍPPERS AND BOOTEES.

a toe section. When a pair Of ribbon
ankle .ties have been attached to the
sides of the insole’s heel a quilling of
ribbon trims It daintily.
A pretty bedroom slipper is'made of
satin r|bbon, shirred up thickly to. give
the slipper “body” across the toe. Two
thicknesses of the rib bon are used for
the sides, elastic being run through • a
casing at the top, The sole of the
slipper is lined with quilted satin.
If the gift giver really lacks the time
to work fOr her friend she can at least
buy a pair of inexpensive ready made
1 worsted slippers, trim them attractive
ly with big bows of satin ribbon..
matching quillings forming fluffy edg
ings and give a touch of daintiness to
the inner side of the soles by covering
them with a shaped sachet of flue bat
ting and delicately .colored china silk.
Or she may take a pair of inexpensive
“mules” . of wadded silk, edge them
with swansdown, marabou or fur and
decorate their toes with big rosettes of
ribbon or malines—in f^t, rather do
I anything to make them different from
the cheap1 looking, impersonal sort of
footgear which the fastidious recipient
' will not wear.

SUITS
DRESSES
GLOVES
NECKWEAR
Etc., Etc.

Dennisc

Mrs. J. W. Thompson
Ladies* Furnishings
SANFORD, MAINE

150 MAIN STREET

EMOTIONAL VALUE OF DAY
in Holiday Fire Caution

Christmas Spirit Almost Universally
Felt, But What It Is Remains a
Mystery to Many.

The emotional value of Christmas
may be said to be universally felt
Something happens at Christmas that,
if orily for & day or two, does the
whole world good. What that some
Do not use cotton torepresentsnow.
thing is remains for many a mystery.
Do not permit children to light
A number of persons who feel the
. candles,
i
renewing impulse are .like Faust when
the notes of the Easter song arrest
Do not leave matches within reach
hi? suicidal intent; they take and. en
of the children;
joythe moment’s deliverance and con
Do hot place Christmas tree near
tinue to regard the source of the, boon
window curtains or gas fixtures.
as nothing more than mythology made
Use metallic tinsel and non-inflampotent thsough human associations.
/
mable decorations only.
Others are moved through supersti
Use asbestos fiber to represent snow.
tious fears; they approach the great
season with consciences crowded with
Set the tree upon a substantial stand.
uncomfortable memories; Marley’s
A house of merriment is better than
ghost is after them, but, unlike
a house of mourning.
Scrooge, their new heart Is only for
< Have an extinguisher or a few
Christmas week. Another group sim
buckets full of .water near the
ply fall in with an ancient custom
tree, ready for use in an emerand are surprised, and indeed pleased,
. gency.
when the dry bones of their unbeliev
ing minds come together, take on
flesh, and begin to live. A vast mul
titude meet the great day with? buoy
ant expectation, take with thanks its
When and Why.
“Do you go to Sunday school now, new happiness, return to their work
in this exalted mood, and ask no ques
Qeorgie?”/inquired. Gebrgie’s hncle.
tions about cause. and effect. A few
“Yep; Christmas is cornin’!” .
“Don’t you go except just before philosophize on the phenomenon, and
they are willing to stake their lives
CMristmas?”f
1, “Yep; I go just before the summei on the substantial truth of their in
sight.—George A. Gordon, in Atlantic
i picnic, too.”
Mohthly.
Do not decórate your Christmas
*' tree with paper, cotton or flimsy
materials.

A watch that I
needs no
I
Apologies
You will nOver have
to apologize for your
South Bend Wbteh
either as to its.accuracy
or its appearance.

I
■
I
I

You will be as proud to
carry it and show it as
we are to recommend

I

it.

It is all in appearance
and timekeeping qual¡ties, the most exacting
person can ask for.

I

5

F. H. BARRETT
Jeweler
KENNEBUNK,

Hart
$3.O(

MB

THE BEST WAY

L. A. Wentworth
LICENSED EMBALMER ‘

and Furnishing Undertaker

Post Road

WELLS, MAINE

H. N. EAMES, Y.M.D.
■VETERINARY SURGEON
and PHYSICIAN
Graduate of U. of Penn. State
Veterinary Deputy.
Phpne 106

Tel. 42-3

* pare«
to be dt
of these
Stocking

SANFORD, ME

"Good

WM. J. STORER
INSURANCE
Fidelity Phoenix Fire ïns. Co.,

American Central Ins. Co.

,

Mrs. Highson—What are you going Detroit Fire, and Marine Ins. Co.
to give your brother John this Christ
mas?
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Mr. Higlison—Give him? Why, he
gets three times as much salary as
WELLS
®
ME. jj.
I do: I’m going, to wait and see what
he gives ma

Welle

Big FREE Catalog is Ml
of Bargains like this.
WOITC e
_______

WRITE for copy

E

new ENGLAND ESI
KMERCANTILE CU E|

SUGAR3;2
When bought with other
Frtmism Coupons«* AU Priori
merchandise ,
SSI Poundt Suiar. oiOO
Why continue to. pay the deal
er’s high prices when you can
buy groceries and other merchandise direct from us a
a big saving I We protect your pocketbook yet give big
est quality and guarantee satisfaction or money back.
Premium Profit-Sharing Certificates increase your
savings. Start the saving today-write for Catalog No. 40
References Federal Trust Co.. Boston

NEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO.
IndsaStr—t BOSTON. MASS.

OFFICE, 46
T1

■MM

Distinctive and Effective Variety
Dolls, Doll Carriages, Go-Carts,

Leather Goods, Pocket Books,

Steam and Electric Engines,

Bags, Card Cases, Mesh Bags,

Iron and Mechanical Toys

Toilet and Manicure Sets,

in Great Assortment.

Boxed Stationery, Pictures,

Post Cards and Albums,

CONFECTIONERY

The Latest Popular Fiction
Dennison’s Xmas Gifts,

Dressings# and Decorations.

Jmas Oifts tor Cbilbren

Our Gandy cases contain all the latest and
best creations of the confectioner’s art, in
cluding all of the Chocolates.

Let us furnisb Ice Cream for the Xmas dinner

Remember the Place, Bodge, Main Street
egg I wish ter do so at once and get the
joB over with. If this egg is permitted
.to lie loosely and carelessly around the
That Newton Newkirk is “Johpn'y on premises for severalmonths in the fu
the Job” is evidenced by the following ture, thep.my offer isnall off, and some
very generoüs offer appearing in ‘ ‘All body else will havé to beat the egg.
Sorts” of the Boston Post fast Wednes
day. The “Trade at Home” movement
has gained such headway her'ei how A CHRISTMAS .HOUSE PARTY
ever, that’évery effort will be made to
secure. local1“labor for the. job before Skating, Coasting and Sleighing Good
sencling to Mr. Newkirk. If it were a \ Country Pastime While City Offers
Sight-Seeing, Music.
1 cap of noiseless' sobp or a taiigled niass
of post holes,4t would* be different."
A house party at Christmas affords
“Mrs.i Japes McBride,;¿-while doing the young people. of the family a
some Thanksgiying cooking today¿found chance to be'gay and cheery for a
an egg with three-yolks. The egg Was . week-end or mor'e. The charm of a
secured from heiMaughter, Mrs Fred house party is in the bringing together
Adjutant, of West Kennebunk. Who of congenial guests who spend sev
eral days with theff hosts. When the
can beat ítT^ÍÍ,
girl$ and boys return, from college or
—Kenhebupk (Me.) Enterprise.
boarding school for the holidays they
Well, if opt of the entire, male popu often bring with them as guests class
lation of Kennebunk there can be found mates whose homes áre too remote to
no man whq is throve enough to do -this make it worth while for them to take
little favor ¿for Mrs. McBride, I will beat a long and expensive journey for the
recess.* The girl and the boy who hail
the egg.
from the wesjt- and attend an east
I 'do not wish to thrust myself for ern ¿school of learning, may be forced
ward, you understand, but-this pathetic to. spend a'homesick holiday, if -no
spectacle of an estimable lady, who has comrade tenders an invitation to join
an egg on her hands which she desires a family group?
Outdoor sports, skating, coasting,
to have beaten, appeals to my sense of
chivalry. Therefore, if the men folks of tobogganing and sleigh riding are the
Kennebunk lack the moral courage to pastimes of the coúntry, while the city
; beat this*1 egg, I offer my services as , a offers sight-seeing¿ music and the
other | diversions. /The long evenings
volunteer to Mrs. McBride.
at home, the little parties invited to
Mrs; McBride;’s husband is really the,' meet.the visitors, and the whole merry
man who ought,to do this job. Jim,why, and swiftly passing time make a
don’t you beat your wife’s egg for her? Christmas house-party one of the gala
It wouldn’t take fiye minutes of-, your seasons of the year The house
tipie, and you could do the work. right keeper finds that her provision for
table^must be ample. Her pies
jn your own home. Besides, it would the
and cakes disappear like magic, for
look better for you to beat the egg than young people are noted for good ap
to call for help from the neighbors.
petites. Tableaux, charades and con
However, if nobody else can bp found undrums are among the amusements
who will beat this egg, I will do so my-' appropriate to such;a party. Story
self—providing, the egg isryoungand telling around the áre with the lights
¡fresh. I nearly forgot to ask about that. turned dqwn/if the tales are of ghosts,
and, sjpodks, js sure tp be .a favorite
If this egg is in the bloom of its ybuth feature
, of the festivity..
and lias not yet arrived at thé age-of dis
cretion and dissolution, I will beat, it
Going to Extremes. ’
with great pleasure.>■■■,
When taken to police headquarters
k N. B.—1wish,t<?have it understood, Proud said that his home was' in
hówever, that this offer does not hold heaven. He is believed to be from
good indfeftpitely. MU am to beat this Chicago.—¡Baltimore, Sum

“Newt” Volunteers

Useful Presents

If Grandpapa Were Santa Claus!

Are Best
A Useful Gift und one sure

to be appreciated.

A LOAD OF WOOD
Hard Mixed Slabs I
$3.00

$2.40

Por the Holiday Season we have pre*
* pared Certificates good for a load
to be delivered after Christmas. One
of these Certificates in the Christmas
Stocking or on the tree is an Ideal Gift
“Good Wood Makes Warm Friends”

Enterprise Wood Yard
(Successors to Wm. Young)

OFFICE,*46 MAIN ST.

YARD, FLETCHER ST.

TELEPHONE 19, KENNEBUNK

If Grandpapa were Santa Glaus, how happy we would be 1
When toyshop toil was finished he would take us on each knee.
He’d tell us all his secrets and he’d name the pretty toys.
He’d made and kept in hiding for the other girls and boys.
We have a real, live Grandpapa I He visits us each year,
And he is quite a bosom friend of Santa Glaus, I heaft
Although he owns no reindeer, and of playthings no great store-—
If Grandpapa were Santa Glaus, we could not love him more 1
GENE MORGAN.

JOSEPH D’ASCANIO
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol
ishing Parlor. Open Half*a-day Sundays.

WATER STREET

-

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Kennebunk enterprise,

kennebunk, me.

For the benefit ofXmas Shoppers we list below a few of the many useful
and practical quality gifts we have to offer
“No Leftovers in Our Xmas Stock”
PAGE & SHAW’S, the candy of excellence, 1-2 to 51b. pkgs.
FISH’S GREEN SEAL CHOCOLATES. Sold on their
merit., in 1-4 tO'5 lb. Xmas packages. APOLLO CHOC
OLATES. The kind that are different In great va
riety of Xmas packages. PARK & TILFORD’S
CANDIES. New York’s choice. " FINE PER
FUMES in -Xmas packages 25c upwards,
LADIES’ MANICURE ROLLS/ An exten
sive line of PARISIAN JVORY. Hand
some and durable.
/ ,
At Fiske’s.

Xmas

9,1

< lai

Fine BRIARS PIPES, with or without cases. CIGAR'S in
Xmas packages, 50c upwards. “Always acceptable”
CIGAR and CIGARETTE CAiSES. TOBACCO in
GLASS HUMIDORS. SAFETY RAZORS in popular
makes.
SHAVING BRUSHES.
MILITARY
BRUSHES, 50c a pair upwards. LEONARD
DOLLAR WATCHES will please any young man
ASH TRAYS, guaran,eed for one year, at,
Fiske’s, on the Corner

FISKE’S
DRUG STORE

Greetings,

“on the comer”

Kennebunk, Me.

T
O
D
A
Y

Fiske’s for
A FAULTLESS WEARe
EVER SEAMLESS HpT WATER
BOTTLE. “Every bottle guaranteed”
makes a very useful and appropriate gift.
1 pint size to 3 qt. carriedin stock. ‘‘We are
agents”. BATH SPRAYS. BATH THERMO
METERS. RUBBER GLOVES. ALCOHOL
STOVES will heat babyrs milk in a few seconds.
THERMOS BOTTLES should be in every home. PEN
KNrVES. MANICURE ARTICLES. HAIR BRUSHES.
LADIES DRESSING COMBS. THERMOS tUNCH BOX,
a welcomed companion by the man who carries his lunch’

about as much to do with it as the big
Men and Boys
wind in Ireland. '
Politics was dirty anyway and needed
Mr. Brown Forecasts a Hard a washing, and Teddy, aided by a few The high school club had a very inter
well intentioned friends, proceeded to esting meeting Friday noon,, when C. F.
Winter Coming
get politics as clean as possible with FendrichJ occupied the practical talk
period with a fine presentation' of “The
ivory soap (99 44-100 per cent pure).
Alewive, Dec. 7, 1914.
I suppose Teddy has gained h is Causes of the War. ”v An effort is being
Dear Enterprise
desired end, for now he has entered a made by the students to secure “Jack”
Ofcourse, I came down to the Board new field and one that needs attention, Coombs for the irieeting this week.-.
of Trade “At Home.” I hadn’t heard aAbad, if not worse, than politics ever The daily physical exercises in the
much about the Board lately and was did. The cleaning of the Augean sta Kennebunk schools have received so
beginning to wonder if they were still bles was child’s play, compared to the many favorable comment that Mrs.
on earth. The aifair, * Friday night, task the strenuous Colonel has now Storer, supterintendent of the Wells
proves that they are and right in soci taken upon himself. I learned about it schools, recommended them for, the
ety^ tod. There certainly, was a good the other day, and when I told a “lead schools of that township at a general
crowd, and everything rin the program ing” Progressive about Teddy’s latest meeting of the teachers, held Saturday
seemed to be much ^appreciated. . The move, I got the answer “preposterous, afternoon in the Wells High school.
, children’s singing was good and so was come off. ” But it is a fact—he is writ-\ The’new moye, in this practical direct
the speaking»
ing for the Boston Sunday American. ■ tion, received unanimous approval, and
Mr. .Sanborn appeared to be suffering At any rate, an article, purporting to be the system will be started as soon as
from, stage fright during his little spiel/, from his pen, appeared in Sunday’s edi possible.
\A regular weekly religious service
which fact surprised me very .much, as tion.
I have regarded him for some time as Now isn’t that a field of reform was started at the Landing last Sunday
being not the least effective member of worthy, of the Colonel’s steel? What afternoon, when a good number of both
the West Kennebunk Aidermen.
better service can he do for residents of young and older people assembled at the
. Everything on the program was good, New England than furnish a little read chapel. The meeting was opened with
but I was awfully disappointed when ing matter for the “Yellow 'Peril/’ a song service,^after which John Watthe audience sang “America.” There other than mushy sentiment or morbid i son, leader of the sorvice, read a scripmust have been 600 or more people there details of revolting crimes, about which* <ture lesson, and C. F. Hosmor offered
and 95 per cent.' must be familiar with a single news paragraph is too /nuch? \ prayer. Two helpful talks were ¿iven
by Elmer Roberts1 and Mr. Watson, on
the'words of that hymn. Yet. it was
Here’s success to Teddy In., his hew “The Influences of a Religious Service
sung through in a half-hearted lifeless
venture
and
may
his
typewriter
ribbon
in the Community. ” The meeting was
. manner, and I imagine that a person gothen opened for discussions as to the
ing by the hall at the tithe couldn’t have ¡never get dry.” \
known there was anything going on * All the old weather prophets are go time of the service. the current expen
except for the. fact that the eléçtric ing on record as forecasting a hard win ses, janitor work, fuel, leaders,* etc. It'
ter and you can put me down for the was voted to hold the meeting at 5.30
lights were Jit.
o’clock, and to have two divisions—one
What kind of people are we getting same.
for bible study arid one in general assem-.
to be when the strains of our patriotic
Yours truly,
bly with an address. • The people of that
hymns fail to make theblood flow faster
John C. Calhoun Brown.
center seem to appreciate this effort
through our veins, add, want to join in
and the Success of the '{»Ian will depend
all with the spirit we can muster up?
upon their ihterest,, attendance and
The.,“Star Spangled Banner/’ “Amer CLARINET
,
PIANO
Faelten System eclose co-operatiOn.
ica, ’ ’ ‘ ‘Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean, ’ ’ French Method
A good meeting ofthe Advisory Com
“TheJRed, White and Blue,” should all
mittee was held. Monday evening,
m'ake red-blooded Americans, to use a.
.fiar^y Andrews was added to the
\slang expression, sit up and take notice.
ommit tee ■' as head of the educa
Just imagine 600 Englishmen singing,
1 ; --j Teacher of-—•
tional work department and Joseph
“God Save the King,” with no more
spirit than was displayed at the hall, CLARINET and PIANO "Dane was named as auditor, of ac
Friday evening.
counts. Reports of. the past month’s
bon’t you imagine there would be a Studios 241 Congres« St., Portland
activities were received rind plans for
the month ahead outlined.1 The follow
strong feeling that there were about Tel. 106-12 < Fletcher St. . Kennebunk
' 550 German sympathizers in the bunch.
ing members were in attendance: Elliot
Rogers, chairman; B. A. Smith, W. P.
Kennebunk people are not the only
guilty ones in this respect, I have D. LIVINGSTONE MURRAY Gaw, John Watson, Joseph Dane, W^
H. Littlefield, W. T. Kilgore, A. T.
found the same trouble in other towns,
Physician and Surgeon
Winter andC. F. Hosmer.
where I have been selling my silver pol/ to all diseases
ish. ' '
Special attention given
It is, to be règretted that such a con,- rof'the lungs.
dition exists and it is the more regret
able in these days When love of country OFFICE IN ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
should be much in mind.
. Telephone connection. Night calls
. I see where Teddy Rofisevelt is start promptly answered..
ing in a new kind of a reform work. It
seemed that after the formation of the
Progressive party, the 'so-called “big
steal” at Chicago was found to have

The Place
Fiske’s on the Corner
Practical gifts are best
Fine STATIONERY in Xmas boxes, a large
variety selected for its fine writing surface
and correctness'in styles and sizes, 25c upwards.
Xmas POST CARDS, lc upwards, BOOKLETS,
GARLANDS, BELLS, 5e upwards, TA&S, CARDS,
CALENDAR PADS. DENNISON’S LUSTRE CREPE
z PAPER. FOUNTAIN PENS for Ladies’ hand bag, Gent’s
vest pocket or Children’s school use. CAMERA '"FILMS.

ALEWIVE LETTER

LEROY NASON

Enterprising peo=

pie read THE EN

Read the Enterprise

TERPRISE.

We hav<e in Stock, a Large Line

of

Appropriate

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Including Guns, and Rifles. Latest
creations in

Flash-Lights,

Auto

Clocks, Watches, Goggles, Gloves,
Pocket

Thermos

Knives,

Drinking Cups,

Bottles^ Klaxon

Horns

and all kinds of selected Tools.

Call in and talk with us about Home
Billiard and Pool tablés, slate or
wood beds, all sizes, ranging in
price from

up.

Something

that every member of the family
will enjoy in the home.

Don Chamberlin
75 Main Sreçt,

Opposite Library.

/
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Hats Trimmed While You Wait

CENTRE SOCIAL ACTIVITES
Largest
ISOLATED PINES DISTRICT

We have the

Variety- in the City in

PRICE, THREE CENTS

1 The

Congregational

'

NECKWEAR.

Whep it comes to buying

Morning service.
Sunday School and/Men’s Organized
. Class.
Y. P. S..C. E., 6.00.
| Evening service, 7.00.

Groceries, / Meats, lea's,
Coffees or anything in the

Eatable "Line, you cannot

A- * ’

velties at 2.5, 35, 50c
HATS BELOW CQST

Miss A. Morrill
BIQOEFORD

Main S|

JOHN F. DEAN
Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
I36 Main Street

BÄW
BUY

Tel. 246-3

YOUR

HAIR GOODS

---- OF----

T®

CARLES’ HAIR

STORE

518 Congress St.,

Portland

Made from FIRST QUALITY Hair only
We do not use any Chinese_H4ir in this
store.
7
'
We will send goods on approval to
responsible people. ■* We make èvery
conceivable kmd of hair .pihpe, án all
shades of hair.
We also "make switches from your
own coipbings, that arq made right and,
a pleasure for you to wear for
$2.50

ALL HATS
THIS WEEK

Below Cost
And also a'FulbLine ot

Christmas Goods
At a very Low Price, it
would pay you to make sel
ection early.
.

Miss G.L. Gapand
at 208 Main Street.
BIDDEFORD

-

MAINE '

Special Line of
50, 75C,arid $1

' “But, daddy, is there really, truly
Santy?”.- ' • •
x
.
z “Well, I just guess yes—a regular
corker he is too.’*
“Is he nice?”
“Is.he? Well, I should say so! Isnft
ne-, Mary,?”
>
'/ •
“Huiqph! Very nice, as Santas go,
but not very modest.”?
f, “Is he handsome, daddy?’’
“Oh, as, handsome as a picture—
spalrkling eyes,, fine forehead, beautiful
complexion—very handsome, isn’t he,'
Mary?”
“Henry/ it’s perfectly ' dreadful the
way you deceive that child. You ought
to be ashamed of yourself. You’re set
ting him a terrible example.!”'
r “JJut^ daddy, where does he live—
aw£.y off somewhere?”
“Oh, yes; very, veryifar.’’
“Away off where the stork lives??’, <
“The stork! Who’s been telling you«
'about the .sfork?”
‘ ‘‘Mammy.”—Chicago, Tribune. .

Our stock is full for the
holiday trade and will bear
your inspection.

Two months ago, what was known as ’conception of the eagerness, with which
the “Watson House,” was renovated, many of the -children, way outTp the
pnd re-opened for the use of the resi- country, grasp at any straw.of interest;
dents qf the Pines .district, as ■ à center how their faces shine,- their eyes pop,
for whatever gatherings the children or and their hearts leap at the possibility
the older peoçf^rnight desire to hold; of.a Hallowe’en or a Christmas, or pic
Gradually, it hhs:jeomè to be called thé tures or stories. Most of all, they like
“Community¿Hpusé, ? or the “Welfare tales,bf .life outside; little incidents of
. Mistletoe.
<
House” or thé “Clùb^ HouseA? T^é Ape bi^’, seething whirl o^life in the
It is high time th^t something 1 was
building is^ occupied by Mr. arid. Mrs. -cities arid large towris. .¿Children the
Winter, the two large rooms downs.thirs’ world over are thirsty .for knowledge; done about our mistletoe literature that
being devoted to the use of the people they Iqng rfor lifri and activity, but in the crops up so regularly during the holi- ’
season.
in the neighborhood; Regularly, the small rural district^ their world is all day
It systematizes about as follows:
children com^ together for ■ Sunday known to them,. They know the birds,
The joke about the girl who wears
school, their Bird Club, and their so- the beasts.and the* tpefes;-they love the a sprig ofr mistletoe on her head. '
called “Library night.Downstairs; clean, freSp air and the bright gle^m- The joke about the mistletoe that
in the cellar, class of boys meets each irigAkies,1 but of thebig,wide world out didn’t come in time, and the girl asks
Saturday morning .for instruction in side theij^own, they have little concep (always coyly) whether they/?annot‘get
carpentering, under the directiori of Mr. tion.,That world tri them is a fairy land; along without it.
The church trimming mistletoe jbke.
Goodwin of- Kennebunk.
of which they have heard stories only.
The sprig fef mistletoe that the Tong
The possibilities behind the'Welfarê, It is on this basis—the limited field of lost ioven on, his dramatic return .on
House are untold. In time, it is to be interests, in a rural district — that the Christmas i eve: always draws out of his
hoped that évery person in the neighbor Watson House has been m^de over into -pocket at the end- of the story.
hood will find it- possible to meet there the Community. House, the children 1 The fact is that the mistletoe has
every other person‘’in good, sociable will be . patiently sought out and kn how degenerated info 4 Chestnut. It
times. It should become the community effort; made tb widen, (as far as possible, ho longer serves any useful, literary
centre, as thé meéting house was in the? their interests. The schbol does that in purpose. It should be worn’only by
days of th® early settlers. Isolated*, as part; b,ut the ¿school requires but a part piothers-ln-law.—Harper’s Weekly..
thé people in the Pines are, their even, of the child’s, time and . does not solve
ings consequently all spent at home,/the the problem of leisure during the long,
opportunities for enjoyment or social, cold afterifoons and evenings of winter.
intercourse are .limited. W® who live ih The picturri, accompanying this article,
ä
s
the ^more thickly-settled communities is1 of the Pines Sunday" school, conduct
ed by Mrs. Roscoe Littlefield. The
constantly enjoy .many of the pleasures
wfiole problem and the interest of rural
of life, which ^Ur isolated neighbors Community work is expressed in; it.
must, of necessity forègo. We have no Look long at it and think it ovei;.

e

TIN FULL ASSORTMENT

FANCY RIBBON CANDY, ‘ 2 lbs. 25c
ORANGES, MALAGA' GRAPES, CELERY, WAL
NUTS, MIXED NUTS, DRIED FI^UIT, .
DATES'!^ BULK,, ETC. ETC.

2 lbs. 25c

PEANUT BUTTER,

Sealsiiipt Oysters always on hand

CURTIS & ROBERTS
GROCERIES AND MEATS

KENNEBUNK,

MAINE

Enterprise $1.00 a Year

B

I
once to make it the biggest and best
The Glee Glup Meeting.
orie ever presented in this section qí
York .county: Selections by the string
The second meeting of the Glee club, group and by' the male chorus Were en
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank joyed,' both before and7 after the busi
Parsons on High street, last evening, ness session, and Master Clarence Dénsshowed a great increase, hot only in in mbre made the hit of thb evening jvith
terest and enthusiasm, put also in atr two/vocal solos, which surprised all who
tendance as well. Fifteen new mem had not heard him before with the
bers were voted in making an enrbjl- clearness and. range of his voice. He
ment of twenty-seven, of whom over, placed his own accpmp'animent and re_
twenty Were present., The meeting was cejvpd rounds ot applause, for his part ip
called to order by the president, followed/ the success of§the evening. Everybody'
'by the reading of the minutes of, the or gathered around the .piano before ad
ganization meeting, Dec. 1.’ TheapplUj journment for some closing songs and had
. cations for membership .were then acted theroQf not.Benn fastened on securely,
upon. It was aecided to require/no dues, there might have been some damages,
for the present at least,‘as both music for which to sett]e before the * final
sheets, and directorship have been vol notes of the last chorus reached, the
unteered and rehearsals will be hejd in open air. Many,, Repressions 'of gratis
different ‘homesS/JE. "J. Brown was 'tude to Mr. and Mrs. Persons for open
elected chairman of the male choral ing their fine large home to the Glee
division and M'rs. Harold Grant, chair dub Were heard as the Company -separ
man of the string di vision. ; The invita ated. Trie following is a, list W the
tion of the Bb’ard of Trade entertain members to date; .’Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
ment committee for the Glee club to Titcomlj, MaurjceCostellow, H. S. Fogg,
furpish the ¿Tan. 29’th ’number, of their Edgar Harden, L; H; Lombard, Mf\
winter series was unanimously accepted "arid,Mrs. Harold Grant,- E. A. Bodge,
and the string group h^vV called for the Q; S. Savage, Gerald Rose, F. J. Brown,
first rehearsal at. the home of .HarolA- ■Rby Elliott, Mrs. R, J. Grant, WiIlisvE
Grant, Monday night at 7.30 'oJmocli, Watspn, Harry F. Fairfield, M. Edna
while the1 male chorus will meet with Watson; Mrs. Sadié Densmore, Mr. and
Charles Shepard, Tuesday evening. 'The Mrs. Perley Greenleaf, Edward Lahar,.
entertainment will be a good, bld time William Gordon, Chas. ’ Shepard, Clar
minstrel, and plans were launched at ence Densmore, Edward Davis. , \

Turkeys, trucks, Geese apd Chicken

íw

PLUM PUDDING makes a very
pch and delicate dish, fit for any
>and all times. No spread is too
svrell for this ekquisite dessert. The
package contains enough for seven
or eight persons and can be pre
pared in from two to four minutes.
It is pronounced by experts to be
-ubmaotah; th,. Tr™-' the Height of Perfection, “by
Physicians, to be healthful and nutritious,” and can be
eaten by anyone without ill effects. But after all it
js said, 4‘The Proof of the Pudding is in the eating.”
All work and worry is done away with and brings
this popular dish in reach of everyone at the small
cost of 15 oent^iper package.

Useful' gifts-- things that will bring sweet recollec

tions of you not only for the time being but for many
months to come—are the gifts you want to remember
your friends with.

Here is a Store F ulll of Splendid
Christmas Opportunities ;
which you are cordiálly invited to come and enjoy

Pleasure, Satisfaction, Economy
will be your reward for coming here before making

PREPARED

FOR

Monday Only
New Bargains Every Day

Biddeford Remnant
Store • ¡
I

a

Useful
Christmas Gifts

The “ALLREDIE BRAND

CORSETS
25c

223 Main Street

do better than buy here.

Santy and the Stork.

1

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

Notes.

|
!

Rev, C. iT' McV^y, Paster

Choice Handmade No-

Bring You Business

KENNEBUNK, MAINE, DECEMBER % 1914
ALL THE LOCAL'tìA^PENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

An 'Ad In This Paper Wil

Bs

Ready-to-Wear Garments Make
Acceptable Gifts
©
e
e
e
0

e

e
e
e

T. L Evans & Co. S’ari t a’s
BIDDEFORD ; 77

MAINE

Huke us«

We are showing the largest line of carefully
selected popular priced merchandise suitable for
Christmas presents in the city. You take no
chances in buying here as we guarantee every
article sold to give satisfaction.

. Early buy<
not
Book
. .. new b<>’ *'

•

Cut Glass

TOYS

Water bottles
Vases

-pf all kinds, big assort
ment of desirable toys,
only a partial lisY of our
big line in this ad.

HERTS a BUNCH of TUN!

3.00
1.75, 4.00
Fruit bowls
'
3.00, 6.00
Spoon trays
1.00, 1.50
Celery trays
’ 1.98, 3.00
Oil bodies
2.00, 3.00
Sugar and creams, 1.98, 4.00 a set
Footed comports
2.00, 2.50
Olive dishes ,
1.00, 2.50
Water sets
6,00
Unhandled bon-bons 1.50to 2.50
Handled bon-bons
.
1.00
Miyojinaise bowl and plate, 3.98

^OFTOYS5

If ever we bad anything in stock that means hows of fun for the boys it is the won
derful new toy, the Mysto Erector, which has. had sjich wonderful sale in all toe big
cities of the country during last season; We are satisfied that this, is one or the most
attractive Jaythings that a boy could,have. Jt not only gives him lots of enjoyment, but
it teaches him to build all sorts of construction models, r or instance you can buila witn

Doll Carriages.) 50, 75, $1.00, 1.50
2.00,2.50, 3.00, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00
and 6 .00
A special English style carriage
with folding hood and rubber tires,
worth $1.50, special at
$1.00

Dolls Furpiture, 'Bureaus
Side Boards

25, 50, $1.00
Refrigerator sets
25, 50, 1.00
Dolls beds
25, 50, 1.00
Dolls cradles
25, 50/75,1.00
Db|lls wire beds
Children’s tables
50, 1.00
26, 50, 1.00
Black Boards,
Sets of dishes l 10, 25, 50, 1.00
25, 50, 1.00, 1.50
Trunks
^25, 50, 1.00
Wash sets
1.26,1.50
Dishes
25, 50, 1.00, 1.50
Pianos
\

Tool chests.
Drums
10, 25, 50, 1.00
Wheelbarrows
25, 50,1.00
Magic lanterns
50, 1.00
Saw and saw horse
10,25
Roller chimes
10, 25
Noah’s Arks
25, 50, 75
Pen pins
25, 50, 1.00
Stufied animals
10, 25, 50, 1.00
Hill climbiqg toys,railroad engines;
automobiles^ etc: i i" ♦ 50,1.00

(Has girders like Structural Steel)

Work baskets
/ Scrap baskets

Dolls of alljcinds

1.00 to 5.00
A special Jointed doll 23-inches

These trains are a great irfipfovement over the imported for-hav
ing a steel spring. They will,
last for years. We will replace
any that are not satisfactory / •

SKIES with POLE
Clean, made of smooth stock, gen, uipe leather foot strap
1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2 50

Christmas Decorations
Poinseftas paper
2 for 5
Poinsettas-cloth
5 and |10c each
Holly sprays.
5, 10, 25c buriqh

1.00,1.5Q, 2.00, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00,
5.00

Colonial Glass

MAKES A DANDY PRESENT!

Baskets

Ives Mechanical Railway
Trains Hade in America

Teddy bears, with voice
25, 50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.50
Mechanical toys, a big line r
10, 25, 50"
Radiopticans or post card projec• tors, with' electric/;,cord .conqec"tion . .
2.50,5.00,7:50
Printing presse^, 1.00 1.50, 2.00

Afeli«'0'

.^

This toy is all steel, handsomely finished, has two to three times as many parts
as any other simi!at. toy, and Sui^ mice as many models. We Rave built-ub i
models for exhibition. It is worth your while to drop in and see these remarkable
liiodeh and buy a «ot. We Lave them ¡at all prices. Descriptive folder free.

25, 50
25, 50, 75,1.00

Kitchen Furnishings make very
useful and acceptable Christmas
^presents.
Food choppers', cake
mixers, bread mixers, bread raisers,
covered .roasters, flat iron sets,
aluminum ware, enameled ware,
O-cedar mopi

WÎ

60, 85, 1.00 to 6.00

.

such things as battle ships, torpedo boats, row boats, derricks, cranes; the differentials and three speeds of an
automobile, machine shops, aeroplanes, towers, bridges, trolley cars, besides 300 other models which are all
sl;own in the book that tells the boy how to build eacnmodel..

Prices $1, $2, $3 and $5

long, moving, eyes, eyelashes and
shoes and * stockings, fine hair wig,
worth $1.50 at $1.00.

Rocking horses

.

We also carry in stock a very com
pieté line of accessories.
Extra track section
5
All kiqds of cars to be sold separ
ate at
’
25, 50
Crossover tracks
50
Switches
50
Semaphores
.25, 40, 50
Stations
l.Qd, 1.25, 1.50
Turntables
‘
1.50
Tunnels
( 25, 50, 57

;

Roly Poly, Pitch, Ring the Pin,
Club . Checkers, Checker Boards
Pocket Ball,, Tiddiedy Winks, Lot
to, M^agte Fish Pond, U.\ S, Map/
Paints apd. Stencils, New Sewing
S0t, Crayons apd Cards, New Kniting.Jipopl, Sewing Cards, Kinder ’
gar'fen.v New ' Geographical Rost
Office, Old Maid, Paper Weaving,
Bead Stringing and Puzzles?

. Thei^e isnpthing more acceptable
to a friend, who is keeping house
than a few pieces of this popular
glassware.,. We carry a very com.
plete line of Water sets, berry sets,
pitcher, all kinds of glasses, oil,
vinegar and catsup bottles,, syrup
pitchers, plates, punch sets, sugar
.and creamUets, table sets, , qelery
and spoon trays, etc.

Parker Brothers’
GAMES

Games tor $1.50

1, 3, 5

3 in a box
'

>

Men’s initial

Gaines for iQc
25. 50, 1.00
Trains of cars
Fire, engine
25, 50, 1.00
Hook and ladder
25, 50, 1.00
Fire patrol
1.00
$5, 50
Horse and teams
Banks
10, 25, 50
Tin horse and teams
25, 5o
Woven hose arid teams

25, 50, 1.00, 1.50

Fish Pond, Jack Straws, Authof’s,.
India, Old Maid, Tiddley Winks,',
Checker,Board, Numeral ' Frames;
Puzzjes, Drawipg Teacher Domi
noes, Sliced Animals, Checkers,.
Sliced Birds,'StCncils and Lotto. ;

Games for 25c
Pistol and Soldiers, Battle Junior,
Airship, Garage, Grocery, Tops,
Dodging Donkey,Base Ball,Sambo

y 15

5, 10, 12 1-2, 25, 50

Ladies’ initial
Men’s,

,

12 1-2, 25
5, 10, 12 1-2, 25
12 1-2,25

I, by Oti

White Pyralin Ivory
Toilet Articles
Hair brushes «
50, 1.00, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25,2.50
Combs
:
25, 50, 75, 89
Trays10, 25,50, 1.00,1.50
Hanc| mirrors ...
2.00, 2.50, 3.00

50, 75, 85

Useful Christmas Pres
ents for Children
Toques, mittens, umbrellas,hose,
underwear, sweaters, wpol gloves/
flannelette night gowns.

Presents for
Ladies

Useful

For Young and Old

¿oCv ,75c/Si.oo, $1.50 and $2,00

Miscellaneous Games
25, 50 z

Parchesi
Ouija board r
Crokihple board z
Carom board
Educator
Imported trick boxes

■ 75
1, 1.25
1,
2.50'

Petticoats, flannelette
night,
gowns, gloves, mittens, sweaters,
umbrellas,, hose, tmderwear, Kim
ono dprons, belts, towels, crash. >

Leather Goods
Purses
Pocketbooks.

40, §0, 65, 75, 1.00, 1.25
50,75,1.00

50, 1.00,1.50,2.00,2.49, 3.00, 4.00,
5.00, 6.00
Bells folds l
1
25,50,1.00

1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50

AH German silver mesh bags, at
i 2 price

Hand bags

/

Flexible sleds

BRASS GOO

10, 15, 25

Inkwells

faper weights
Ftndnb
Hanging fern dish

Umbrella stand
Had bag mirrors

Hat brushes

25, 50, 75, ,1.00, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00,
2.25, 3.00, 4.00

SLEDS
Girls’

5,10,25,50

1
50, 1, 1.25

Boys’

15. 20, 25
1,75» 1 00
Hying car

Poppi n Ball and Ping Rong.

v

We have a larger assortment of
these popular games this year than
eVer before.

He Boy Scouts, by

Games for $1.00
. Pqpoyer, Magic Screen, Deck
Ring Toss, Maxfield ’Parish Sol
diers, Firing Line, War in Mexico,
Ping Pong, Giant ,Soldiers,, Bunty
Pulls the String and Drawing Set,

Ki<

Handkerchiefs
Children’s
Ladies’

v Cooking School, Telegraph Rail
road Game, Sunny Monday, Trap
Shot, Peg« Base Ball, ’ Deck Ring
Toss, Crazy Traveller,Battle Game
Advance Guard, Mexican Battig
Game, Bombardment, Barn Door
Target, Boy Hunter, Magic1 Fish
Pond,¡Pate Plastique, Salem Witch,
Rook, Pit, Fknch, Base Ball, Plaza^
Letters, U.. S. Map, New Sewing
Set, Loom Set, Dum Bell, Post
office, New Embroidery,; Puzzles,

lie Broncho

Well made goods, great variety'of
styles at
25,50

, “

Games for 50c

«cAlgerSe^5

Aprons

Pastime Puzzles
IRON TOYS

Broad
Firnfll
_ _ _ nl and

MBoxes

50, 98.

>■

Button hook
Shoehorns
Darners
5, 50.

T. I_. EVANS & CODepartment Store, Main Street, BIDDEFORD
West Kennebtink
Quite a number from here heard Mrs.
Deborah Knox Livingston speak last
Sunday and Monday? ; <

Some from here attendèd the Board
of Trade “At Home,” last Friday even
ing at Kennebunk.
Mrs. John Clark of Brockton, Mass.,
is ill at the home of Ed. I. Littlefield.

Rehearsals for the Christmas concert
began last Tuesday evening after prayer
meeting.'
The pastor, Rev. S. E. Leech, of the
M. E. church, will speak on the subject,
“Modern Babylonians,” next Sunday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs; John Waterhouse were
week-end visitors with Mrs. -Water
house’s mother at Wells BranchThose in charge of;the concert for

Christmas night are Mrs. Ralph Knight,
Mr. and Mrs. John Waterhouse on music; Mrs. Bert Junkins on entertain
ment. .
The Ladies’Aid society of the M. E.
church will haye a social, supper and
entertainment at their first meeting in
January, when they will also elect offi
cers for the ensuing year. The commit
tees in charge are Mrs. John Water-,
house, Mrs. Annie Jones, Mts. Lewis

Hatch and Mrs. Thomas Jones; on sup- was a profusion of flowers and a large
Per> Mrs. Ralph Knight, Mrs. U. A. number of'friends here to show their
Gaine and Mrs. Charles Grant on. en
Jove and esteem'in which she was held.
tertainment. .
A special car brought the friends and
Mrs. Charles Dutch and son, Jesse. relatives from Sanford and Springvale.
Junkins, wese visitors at-Fred Sever Her maiden name was Murphy, and she
ance's in Kennebunk last Monday.
was 25 years bld. She leaves a husband
The funeral of Mrs. Susan Fields,who George Fields, Jr., a brother, Joseph
committed suicidq in West Buxton, last Murphy, and a stepfather,S Wesley
Friday, was held from the M; E. church Fletcher, and a host pf friends to mourn
here, last Sunday, at .2 o’clock. The're her loss.

Btuff That Is Hard to Call.

When We run out of something to
Bay pr desire to say it in a letter, we
write that' ‘’the mail is about to close
and we’ll have to hurry If we get it
in.’’
Right and Left Handb.

If ou?, right hand is nqt to know
what our left does, it must not be be
cause it would be ashamed if it did.—•
Ruskin.

Porpoise
d*m

F~Cu(f*•

.

A
• w VI*M
¿¡**
x* Nn
K.u? ;
^•^inthevw.r
2* b» cream, cak«

Md

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK ME.

T.L Evans & Co.
BIDDEFORD

-

MAINE

Make us a visit while stocks are complete.

Everybody welcome whether you purchase or

not.

Early buyers get the best.
Ingersoll watches 1.00,1.50, 2.00
“Uncle Sam’’ watches ' ' . x 75
•Thermos bottlqs,
98,1.50, 2.50
Pocket scissors
I 10,25,50
Embroidery scissors
/
25,50
Manicure scissors
,•
50

Jewelry

Books
AH the new books,'over 500 titles.
. in stock
# •.'
,
50
The Harvester
The Rise of Roscoe Paine, by Joe
Lincoln
The Net, by Rex Beach
The Broad Highway, by Jeffery
Farnol
Susanna and Sue, by Kate Doug"
lass Wiggin
Mother Carey’b Chickens, by Kate
Douglass Wiggin
Their Yeste;rdaysj
Harold Bell Wright
Old Rose and Silver Myrtle Reed
A big line for Boys and Girls
Picture and story books 5, 10, 25
Painting
'5, 10, 25

Camp Fire Qirls’ series, by Mar
garet VandOrcook
25
Liftle Women, series by Gabriella
Jackson
25
Little Girl, series by Amanda
Douglass
.
25

Practical Mechanics
50
Carpentery
50
Electricity
50
25 c Alger Series, ’
,
19
The Broncno Riders, by Frank
Fowler
25
The Boy Scouts, by Werber Carter
25
The Boy Chums, by Wilmer EFy
25
The Narÿ Boys, by Ober & Chipman \
25
The River Motor Boys, by Harry
.Gordon
,
v
25
Thé Boy Spies, by Otis & Chipman
25
The Motor Cycle Boys, by Ralph
Marlow
25
The Bird Boys, by Lang worth y 25
The Frank Series!, by Castlemori 25 ,•
The ¡¡Harkaway Series, by Hem' yng
’
25

Beauty pins
Çuff links
Hat pins ,

10, 25 and 50c a set
25, 50
5, 10, 25

Shell Goods
Barattes
Side combs
Back combs
Comb sets

10, 25, 50
25
10, 25, 50, 75, 1.00
1.00

Ladies Neckwear ’
A big line of collar^ cpljar and cuff
sets; all the pqwest styles at 25,
50

Shears
10,'25, 50, 85, 90, 1.00, 1.10
Button hole scissors
x 50
Pocketknives /
10,25
Nut cracks
10, 50
< Nut picks
10c set

SKATES

Girls’

I

75,1.00,1.25

Smoking sets
25,50,100
Ash trays ’
25, 50
Tobacco jars ,
y 1.00,1.25
link v/ells*
10,15, 25, 35, 50, 70
Paper weights
10,15,25
Fern dish
50,98
Hanging f^rn dish •'
75
Umbrella stand
'
2.50

Hand bag mirrors
t
50
Hat brushes /
z 50,1.00
Puff Boxes
50, 98, 1.75, 2.00
Hair receivers
50,98
Soap boxes
25,50
Buffers
50,59
Nailfiles
, 10,25
Button hooks.
/25
Shoe horns
39
Darners ’ ‘ ' 7? x
39
Manicure sets
25, 50, 1.00, 1.50

Coffee Percolators
1.25, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 2.75,
3.00,3.50
Coffee machine . ‘ '
I
50
Casseroles
1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 3.98, 5 00
Serving dishes
1.98, 2.25, 2.98, 3.75, 3.98
Pie servers •
1.39
Five o’clock teas/ 2.25, 2.50, 4.50
Chafing dishes
3.98, 5.00, 6.00, 7 00
’ Chafihg dish, forks and spoons
1.00 each
Toast racks
1.00, 1.25
Casters
25, 75, 1.00, 1.50
Flagons
,
1.75, 2.25
Nickel trays, round
10, 25, 50, 75, 1.00
Nickel trays, oval
65, 75, 8$, 98,1.25,1.75
Nickel trays, oblong
19, 25, 29, 39, 65, 98
Child’s trays, with table attachment
25, 50
Mahqgany tray
2.25, 2.98, 3.25, 3.50. 3.75,4.50
Steak planks 4.50, 5.00, 6.00, 7.00

Rayo Lamp

25c China Coijnter
Cheese plates, Cups £.nd saucers,
Mayonnaise set, , Berry Bowls,
Plates, Jardinieres, Fern dishes,
Pitchers, Sugar and cream sets.
Coasters, Hair receivers/ Salad;
plates, Ramekins^ Bread and milk
sets, Baby plates, Condiment sets,
Tea strainers and stand,.Nut sets,
Tea tiles, ¡Banks, Syrup pitchers,
Coaster sets, Candle ^sticks, Mugs,
Marmalade jars, Ash trays, Tooth
pick holders, Celery trays, Bread
and butter plates, Hat-pin holders,
Shaving mugs, Teapots, Mustard
pots and , novelties,

50c China Counter

Crumb trays and brushes
25, 50, 75, 1.00, 1.50, 1.98
Sandwich trays'
1.00
Coffee Machines, copper nickel
plated, 6 cup size, worth
6.00
Special at 3.98
Chafing dish, copper nickel plated,

Fahey box writing paper Envelopes
25, ,50, 75, 85, 1.00, 1.25
Correspondence cards»
25, 50
Address books
25, 50
Shipping books
7.
25
A line a day
1.00, 1.25
Diaries
15, 20, 25,x 30, 35, 50
Tourist tablets, 75, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00
Playing cards in cases
;
50

BRASS GOODS

10c China Counter
Berry dishes. Banks, Cups and
saucers, Sugar shakers, Pitchers,Mugs, Ash trays, Bon Bon dishes,
Vases, Jewelry bdxes, Hair re
ceivers, Puff b6xes, Bread and but
ter plates, Tea strainers, Tea tiles,
Bone dishes, Dinner plates, Break
fast plates, Tea plate's,Soup plates,
Platters, Egg stands, Rose : jata»1
Match safes, Lemon juice extract-'
ors, Salt and pepper shakers, Can
dle sticks, Hat pin holders, Bowls,
Oatmeal dishes. Fern dishes.

Ivory Ware, Jardiniere'(8 inches)
Ivory ware vases (io inches)
Candle sticks,Cake'plates, Betty
bpwls, Cheese dishes, (covered).
Sugars and creams, Mayonaise
sets, Bread and milk seta, Tea
strainer and stand, Nut sets, Baby
plates, Cuspidors, Teapots, Cricket
jars, Chocolate Pqts, 'Tobacco j ars,
Figures of Beethoven, Liszt; Dick.'
ens, and Burns, Fancy cups, nnd
saucers, Brush anc| comb trhys,.
Ash trays, Rosejars, Tea? caddiest

$1.00 China Counter
Nickel pl&ted lamp, complete with
( chimney, wick tripod and to in.
. white shade, worth 2.00 at* 1.50

with side handles, dome cover,
patent lamp,worth $5 ¿pecial3*98

Nickel Ware

Cake plates, ‘Berry ,sets, Jardi
nieres, Vases, Tobacco jars, Stein$,
Figures, Fern dishes, .Coaster sets,
Chocolate 'sets, Pipe' racks,' Chop
trays,. Cracker and; chbes'e plate's,
Celery trays, Sugars and creams,.
Roll trayi, Nut sets, dresser sets.

Oyster Forks, 1.25, 1.50 Set of six
Butter Spreaders
1.75, 1.98 set />f six
Bouillon .sppons
2.00 set'of six
Berry forks
1.50 set of six
Cream ladles
. (59, 69, 75, 89 *
Gravey ladles
. 7s, 89, 98,1.25
Oyster ladles
1.50, 1.69
Soup ladles
1.75, 1.98 .
Baby spoons '
25
Baby''spoons and food pushers
50c a set
Child’s knife, fork and spoon
50c a set
Tomato servers ; 89, 98 and 1.25
Cold Meat Forks
59, 75, 79, 89
Cheese server
89
Pie Knives
1.25, 1.50
Pie servers
1.50, 1.69
Butter knives
35, 50
Sugar shells
35, 50
Butter knives and sugar shells sets
76, 98, 1.25
Sugar;tongs V .
;
50, 75
Pickle forks
^te,’59, 75
Fruit knives
1.25 and 1.50 set
Cut glass, salts and peppers
50, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00 a set
Napkin rings. '
39, 50, 75
Children’s mugs
. 1.00, 1.25

Holly wreaths
5c each
Garlands
10 and 25c each
Tinsel cord
10c a spool
Red paper bells
1, 5, 10
Holly ‘boxes /tor. your Christmas
/gifts.
2for 5,5, 10, 15, 20

Dennison Manufacturing
Company Goods
French sets x
25, 50
Table covers .
25c eaçh
Favors
5c each
Napkins ’/
5c dozen
Seals and Tags
v 5, 10
P'lainJjCKepe paper
«
10
Decorated crepe paper
15
Tissue paper, all colors
1, 2 and 3 cents a sheet
Handy boxes
1 1.00
Poinsett a outfits . ; ,
1.00
Coin holders
5 to 10c
Handerchief holders
5
Glove holders
5
Sealing wax sticks
5, 10
Sealing wax sets 1
50
Christmas booklets, t
2 for 5,10,15, 25
Christmas and New Year postcards
? 1c, 6 for 5 and 2 for 5

Rogers Silver Ware
Tea and -coffee pots
79, 89, 98, 1 15, 1.25, 1.35, 1.50,
1.75, 2.00, 2.25 •

Tea Ball Tea Pots

2.25,2.75

Casseroles. Special sale of brown
and white ^rockery, in nickel
holder; 1 1-2 quart size, worth
2.00, at
1.25
2 quart size, worth 2.50, at« 1.50

Kniveà and forks.
1.20, 2.50, 3.00,, 3.19, 4.00, 4.50 a
dozen.
Tea spoons
1.20, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00 a dozen
Dessert spoons
2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00 a dozén
Table sppohs
2.25, 2.75, 3.00, 4.50 a dozen
Coffee spoons .
1.25 set of six
Orange spoons,1.25,1.60,'set. of six

1_. EUflNS & GO.
Department Store. Hain Street, BIDDEFORD
Cape Porpoise
Mrs. Dana T- Cuff is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Fiermont Chick of Lynn,
Mass.
Thè 0. L C. or Class No. 7, ip charge
of the teacher, Mrs, Kate Pinkham,
gave another social in uie vestry Friday
evening. Ice cream, cake and candy
were on sale as before and the; evening
spent in games.

bn Wednesday, Dec. 2d, occurred the
Miss Sadie Whitney of Biddeford Somerville,' Mass., were week-end
spent Friday of last week with relatives guests at the home qf G H. Langsford. fiftieth anniversary of the marriage of
Mrs. Eva Lord, who has also been Captain and Mrs. Richard , J. Nunan. 1
at the Cape.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis and young visiting her brother, Mr. Langford, re-?' During the afternoon, there was a fam/
turned to the home of her daugh- i
son of Annisquam, Mass., are spending
ily party at .the homeland a dinner'with
ter at UnderWood on Monday.
a few weeks with Mrs. Davis’ parents,
ohly the children and grandchildren
Miss
Bertha
Russell
of
Sanford
was
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. McKenney- Mr.Raypresent.
the eyening, there were”
mond Sargent of Annisquam, Mass., the week-end guest, of Miss Arlettie L. assembled quite a ¡company of neighbor^
who has also been a guest,‘has returned; Tibbetts.
and friends to offer their congratula
bomq.Preparations are being made for . a tions and best wishes. Mrs. Nunan was
becomingly attired .in a dress of grey
Warren S. Rowell and family of Christmas« concert ht the church.

satin, made especially for the, occasion.
In thp several rooms were beautiful
bouquets; the gifts of children . ahd
friends.. ..
Ice cream and cake were served ir
the pleasant dining room, and the even
ing was a most'enjoyable one for ¿IL
present. On leaving the house, a company
of the guests ,gaVe their host' and host
ess an old fashioned serenade; oil a
small Scale,, the Captain remarking that

“it was the first 'tiipe they were ever t
serenaded*” Mr. and Mrs. Nunan have
#ie best wishes of many friends for
many years of health and happiness. ”
Matter of Necessity,

Newlywed (disturbed over* pur
chases)—'“You had very simple tastels
before''I married you.” 1 Mrk Newly,
wed—“I had to in those days. I nev
er could get any inohey out of fa
ther'.”—Boston Transcript.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

Associated Charities.
W. H. Perkips and John A. Seavey
are' employed, building a house at' Eastern Depot.
£. The final meeting of the Federation
There will be a social gathering at Committee on Charities.was held. Tues| The Girls’ club of the Christian churdh ' , A few days ago, Constable J. S.
'will mqqt with Evelyn Mayo, Friday Brewster deceived a letter from the the Baptist vestry, Friday evening, De ing, and that organization was then
evening of this week.
Chief of Police in Exeter, N. H,, mak cember 11 th, under the auspices of the resolved into the Associates Charities
Ladies’ Social Circle. All are cordially of Kennebunk. This action was brought
/Another good meeting of the Metho ing inquiries about “Prof. C. H. Ford,” invited.
•'/
about by the formal dissolution of the
dist church Boys’ and Girls’ club' was who has organized dancing elasseb-in
held Friday evening. The interest and Ogunquit, Wells and Kéhnebunk and Charles Swasey and family left here Federation about two weeks ago. At
Sunday, Dec. 6th,. for their winter home that time, it was felt that the several
enthusiasm continue to increase and stating that his record was hot abovg
at Orlando, Florida.
Committees of the Fédération“ could do
every session is packed fujl. of helpful- reproach., A few.days later, Mr. Ford1’
Pastor Lawrence delivered a very in better work as independent organiza
;he^s/ The social features are also en whs called on by the-authorities and
joyed ittiihensely. The next meeting given the option of fulfilling certain teresting and helpful sermon in the Bap tions. This was thé attitude of;tfie coinwill fee Friday evehing of this week with conditions or going with them', As he tist church, .Sabbath morning, from mittee on work among the youth of the
Revr-and Mrs. Roberts, who, by their seems to be still on his . job, we judge words found in Lyke 12: 32. Theme,'. for town and the Civic Committee, whose’
the evening service was the Forgivep field had been entered by the Board of
chderful attitude and their spirit of there is repentance in his heart.
conscientious Christian service' are ac There will be no services in the Chris Sinner. Words of the text: Luke 7: Trade. 'The ’> Committee on Charities
fell in with this development? The re43-50 verses.
complishing definite restilts in Ogunquit tian church next Bunday.
sult was the re-organization Tnesday
and the surrounding communities.
The eagerly anticipated entertain
evening. . A constitution was adopted,
a The older.boys’ group of the Christian ment of the Christian church girls’ blub,
arid under it the following officers ’were
church will meet with Gordon Brewster by the older division of the boys’ club,
elected: Président, Rev. D. M. Wilson;
Friday night and the younger boys’ was held as scheduled, Friday evening,
Vice President, Mrs. VU. À. Cairie; Sec
group meets Saturday night in the ves in the church vestry. .This was one of -‘ The Ladies’ Aid of the Baptist church retary, Mts. E. M.- Burke; Treasurer,
try. Y- M.<(j. A. Secretary Hosmer the times when anticipatiofi did not" ex meet with Mrs. Fannie Brown, Monday F.; W. Bonser. The association them
will have, charge of both meetings in the ceed the pleasure of„participation. evening.,
considered the ways, and means of ;coA
absence of Rev. F. S. Kinley.
Games, packed full of real fun, Were 'Joseph Cluff and Nathaniel Carle sent operating with the W. G. T. U. and thé? •
District Nurse, to give’ to the children
Joe Rose of Gloucester, Mass., spent conducted by Mr. Hosmer for a start 600 Christmas trees to Rhode Inland.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Johh W. and then Rev. Kinley gave a short but The proprietor of the German board-, of the town; who might go lacking, à
very practical talk on “Preparation for
.Jacobs.
ing house was ptit in jail for 90 days/ substantial Christmas present. The
following named persons were appointed
Mrs. Louis Perkins spent the week LifePpóbJems. ” .Sides were/then chosen Monday.
.?
and the ever popular game" of. original
a committee to join with the other
with friends in Portland..
Dance
at
town
hall/
Saturday
evening
charades passed the timé quickly until
agencies in carrying out the good work:
At a regular meeting of the Grange on the call to supper was welcomed. The
Several from this vicinity attended Mrs. Taylor. Mrs. Joseph Dane, Mrs.
Friday evening; there was a record at boys weren’t;to‘be stumped'on that part the public .installation of Arundel lodge, Frank Parsons, Mrs. Russell, Mrs. Car-'
tendance. I The first arid second degrees of the program either, for the commit F. & A. M., Tuesday evening, Dec. 9th. tie Remich.
were conferred upon Miss Helene Per-, tee,/ composed of, Leon Parkins and The officers elected were installed by
kins, MissJellison, Mrs. William B. Everett White, laid out a nice little Past Master, Geo. Stevens, after the
Northway, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Brewster spread^ eyen making the cocoa. Ad ceremony. An entertainment of i music
Birthday Surprise.
and Mr. Russell M’ Perkins. A special1 journment was made aborit 9. o’clock, and reading was much enjoyed. Re
meeting was held bn Monday night, with many expressions of appreciation marks byRev. Mr. Chambers and Mr'.
when the third and fourth degrees were for the very pleasant as well as profit Henry Dennett, crated much applause? Miss Olive K. Stevens was verypleasaritly surprised Wednesday , evening,
Conferred upori the same candidates. able evening spent.
Ice cream and cake were served.
The committees appointed for the purPhcisRj, When a nuipber of' Relatives
Following members attended: Girls:
Ipose are hustling the preparations for Priscilla Perkins, Grace Brooks, Eliza
gathered at her home to help celebrate
the Pomona Grange on Thursday. A beth Brewster, Marion Littlefield, TesI her 21st birthday. The , first of the
large gathering is .expected.
; sie Littlefield, Dorothea Grant, Beat
evening was spent in games, , after
Mrs. M. J. \Shorey and her sister, rice Weare, . Evelyn Mayo, Roselyn Hut 'Don’t forget the Food and Apron
'which
a beautiful birthday cake was
Miss Ruth Littlefield, were visitors in chins, Lois Penny. Boys: ,Silas Krinsky, saleat Dock Square Market, Dec. I5th,
cut by the hostess,? and other light* re
Elliot Staples, Gordon Brewster, Leon
^Portland on Monday.
afternoon and evening. '
freshments served. The young lady
> Mrs. Arcjier E. Littlefjeld is spending Perkins, Everett White, F. S. Kinley,
Meetirig fqr election of officers at
was the recipient of many pretty; gifts,
the; week in Sanford, where her husband > C. E- Hosmer.
Arundel Grange, Friday evening, Dee.
among which was a beautiful gold hand
is working.
\
Ilth.
bracelet from her brother in New York.
. Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Roberts spent
Mrs. Paul Benson is improving slowly. After a very delightful evening, the
f Monday in Saco.
^rs. Leroy Smith of Portland is guests left for > their various homes,
Mrs. Reuben Dorrell, who has been
spending a few days with her parents, •wishing Miss Olive many happy returns
’¿ill, is improving. ;
' Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Clough.
of the day.

Wells Depot

Ogunquit

GIFTS

VALUE

That Will Be Remembered The Whole Year Through

Spectacles and Eyeglasses Made
Up In Ouf New Stÿle Improved
Mountings, Will Please Who
ever Receive Tiiem.
OPERA GLASSES, LORG EN ETTES, CHAINS, FANCY
EYEGLASS CASES, EYEGLASS CHAINS. HOOKS,
FANCY CORDS

Aired

Cur Line Will Surely Please You

Ofrr Prices Are Right

READING GLASSES 25c UP
Something useful for anyone in. the family, for ^viewing pictures,
post cards, etc. All sizes,
'
x*
25c and up

KODAKS, BROWNIE CAMERAS
Oúr full Irfié of Christmas Kodaks is<hère---All; the best
Models at lowest prices.

VEST POCKET, $6, $15, $25. SPECIAL KODAKS and STIGHAT LENSES. PREMO, CAT ERAS—A FULL LINE.
We’always give /io per cent on Pretrio Caméras.
Buy your
KODAKS H^RE. A full line oE ALBUMS and PHOTO
SUPPLIES.

Pedometers, Thermometers, Barometers, Stereoscopes, Moving
Picture Machines, for the hpm^Post card' Balopticons, Storeop*
tlcons.
THOMPSON-NUTTING NATURE PICTURES, PICTURE FRAMES.
Large and Beautiful line of CHRISTMAS CARDS.

Town H°use

Advertise With Us

of

We Can Help You With Your Christmas Shopping

MURDOCK CO., yTc,cÆ
ï)o Your dkritrnas ^'hoppiug’ÂEàrly

Useful and Lasting Holiday Gifts
OUR LARGE STOCK REPRESENTS THOUSANDS OF ARTICLES WHICH ARE ADAPTED
TO ALL, FATHER, MOTHER, BROTHER, SISTER, WIFE ¿R SWEETHEART ;

. McDougall

Push The Button and Rest*

THE FAMOUS ROYAL

Sweeper
Vac

Push Button
Easy Chair

Kitchen

Cabinets
.concentrates work. A Lmost
useful present for wife, mother

Without doubt the most
comfortable and convenient re^
cjining chair made. We show
this chair .in at least fifteen
different styles, upholstered in'
leather or high grade imitations^

A complete Vacuum Cleaner
and Carpet Sweeper combined,
when used as a Vacuum Clean
er, works perfectly. The Car
pet Sweeper can be removed
and used separately if desired,,
does not cost much more than
the ordinary carpet sweeper
formerly sold for. /

or sister.

Prices from $12.^0 up

Prices from $6.50 up

A McDougall saves time aed

STANDARD

The~.fastest' and lightest? run
ning machine made.
Central
needle makes either lock or chain
stitch. We sell them'

From $30.00 up

We have a layge stock of this beautiful glassware. Npt expensive but nice enough for

any home. Clear as crystal, free fraih imperfections, has a sparkling finish

Our Graphophone Dept

Globe Wernicke

Sectional Bookcases

■ Our Graphophone.Department is the'most complete in the County.
Our record stbek con thins oyer three thousand selections. ;
• A Graphophone, or records for thqse who have machines are -ideal’
gifts, ' Columbia^/‘Leader,” like .cut, solid mahonony, six-records,,
furnished making twelve selections.

f ——

The standard sectional bookcase. We
stock these cases iri several finishes Jncliiding oak, »mahogany arid different
mission finishedx weathered early, EngTish and fumed.

Complete Outfit $78.90
Gan 6e bought on easy terms if desired.

China and Cut Glass Department

sanford b,
----------------;

Smokers’ Stands

Heisey’s
Glassware

Sewing Machines

Something every smoker will
appreciate. We show them in
both brass and wood, (the one
like cut is in fumed oak, and

besides having all the equip
ment of an ordinary smoking
stand, has an automatic light
er. We have this style stand

in several patterns.,

. r,!
■

4/'

In this department our stock is equalled bply in the largest cities. Also stock pattern dinner ware, consisting
of'Haviland, Austrian, Bavaria China and English porcelain. Large assortment of patterns to select from.

p. Emery Company

—Í«

,, 'yy .

----------------------------------- -
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maine

XLUE
Tear Through

Kennebunk Enterprise

To Be Successful You
Must Advertise

MAINS,

UNS.

FANCY

HOOKS,

dr Prices Are flight

JP
for viewing pictures,
25c and up

AH ERAS
hérc--All the best

)DAKS and STKJt PULL LINE.
ñeras.
Buy your
J MS and PHOTO
e reuse opes, Moving

ilopticons, Stareop«

PICTURE FRAHBS.

as Shopping

OPTICIANS,

Y. M. C. A. Bldg.

»ping* Early

PRICE, THREE CENTS
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sses Made
Improved
se Whoim.

An Ad In This Paper Wil
Bring, You Business

ÁLL THE LOCAL.HAPPEN|NGS CORRECTLY- REPORTED

AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

HYDRANTS ARE TESTED
AT WEST KENNEBUNK

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

M. E. Church Notes

Local Notes

Dr. D. S. Murray was a Portland visi
“Modern Babylonians or Ladders Vei^
sus Temples, ” will be the subject ,of tor Saturday.
the sermon by ReV. S, E. Leech, next Jesse Webster Pojat, G. A. R. sent
Sunday afternoon. The evening meet Comrade Harden a handsome boubuet
ing will be social.
of. flowers, Mr. Harden is a patient in
, About seventy persons were in atten- the Maine General Hospital in Portland.
Water Company Officials Make Three Successful Tests at dande'at the joint social and business
meeting of the Senior and Junior Ep- The funeral^ervices of the late John
Thé Christmas Remembrance of Refinement.
That Place Throwing Streams Well Over Water Tank
worth League chapters on Monday even.'
 P. Potter were held at the home of his
Sittings/made as late as December 18, t for Christmas
ing. The juniors delighted .the company ! daughter, Mrs. Blanche-E. Potter, Main
at R. R. Station and Two Residences
with the, thorough work evidenced ini I strret, Friday at/6ne ip; m. Rev. S. E..
Delivery.
Leech, officiated. - ■••uS
the- conduct of their -business. Seven
'
’ J
>
'
/
HIGHER PRESSURE FOR WEST KENNEBUNK IS OFFERED pew
members were received , into thé Stories for the. little ones will be
Junior League.
The Seniors re given at the Library : Saturday morning
Monday ■ of last week President in town and at the Beach is conceded by ceived one new member. ?
A J vote
George F. West and Manager North all to be all that can 'be desired and the was taken to purchase new, music for | at .10 o’clock? Children - below the
Wef also have a choice line of Frames, all sizes, very de
M. West of the Mousam Water Com added equipment would be used solely the use. of the class, and a committee I fourth feradé are invited to be present.
Mrs. A. W. Meserve will Have charge
pany accompanied by two employes of for West Kennebunk.
\
appointed to make the sélection andj of the hour.
sirable gifts and the prices are very reasonable.
the company visited West Kennebunk
A 12-inch main runs beneath Main purchase. Refreshments were sèrvéd
for the purpose of testing several hy street. At Stoker and Fletcher streets to all. After the departure of the. juniors/ [ ’ Mrs. Frances Ellen Waldron, widow
drants at that place. . Word had been 6-inch mains, which unite at thé 'junc the chorus rehearsed several new pieces
iwpe , of7 the late Charles P. Waldron, died
sent to Edwin I. Littlefield, of the town tion of the two streets, continue toi for the Sunday evening
J-_ meeting.
‘ 1., "Ttiis , Sunday, Nov. 29, at h,er home in Port
water committee, that the tests were to West Kennebunk. Were the Main chorus is gaining in numbers and effi- ■ land, aged about 65 years. Thrêedaughbe? made but business, or (¿her “affairs street pipes subjected to higher pres ciency, and is a vety attractive feature ’ tors,, Martha P., Marion I. and Annie
would not permit of the vpresence of sure there would be danger of bursting Of the Sunday ¿veiling services.
I M. Waldron, are left to mourn the loss
any of the committee at the' test with at the Beach and Port and besides
The Romen’s Home Missionary Soci of a loviqg and devoted mother. Miss
the exception of U. A. Caine when the there is enough pressure now. It is
ety held its monthly meeting. qt the home LAnnie M. Waldron is a! teacher in the
hydrant'hear the depot was tried out.
planned, to run i à pipe th/ough the of Mrs. Ida Clofidman, -oh Sayward Kennebunk High, school.
MAIN STREET, Formerly Whitcomb’s
The hydrant in front of the home of electricjlight plant where a large'motor street, on Tuesday aftemoohv
- - A concrete step to replace one of "
Frank M. Lowell v/as tried and a will increase the pressure until 50 or 60 A party of 'thirteen went from this wood was placed in front of Chamber- «
Studio Open for Sittings every Tuesday and Friday.
stream thrown over the buildings. 1A pounds would be had at the western church to Kennebunkport last Thursday lin’s Auto Supply Salesrooms on upper
;to the revival meeting.
33-pound pressure was indicated. - At district. A series of check valves evening
The Ladies’ Aid Society will hold a Main stteet yesterday afternoon, Mr.
theB.'&M. station a pressure of .42 would be installed to, work ^automatic- social at the home7of Mrs. Charles Con Chamberlin and his popular assistant,
pounds without the hose was shown and ally and keep the added pressure from sens, on Lincoln streèt, on Thursday Mr. Jones, doing the wprk. The rer
evening. ^The “Class in.the Corner” of sourcefulness of the gentlemen is shown
with two lengths of hose a pressure of the down townmains.,,
the Sunday school will provide the literi39 pounds. A stream was' thrown well
This is similar to the system used in < ary entertainment. Ladies are request as the filling for ¡the work was done
over the station building also overthe Boston, New York and other large, ed to furnish cake.
\ ..
.with worn-out dry batteries.
weather vane surmounting the water cities, our * neighboring town of ÒÌd
tank nearby. * It is estimated from Orchard being similarly equipped.
this that water could be ,< thrown oyer
Manager North M. West in confer
any house in the district.
ence with 'an Enterprise representative
' Mr. Caine Remarked that his house Tuesday said that'this plan had been
was 2 1-2 stories in height, on an ele submitted to the chairman of the com
I
vated spot and expressed doubt that the mitteeprior to its last meeting together
Mousam Water Company could put a with a diagram explaining thè idea*in
i
ri)
Here is a good Opportunity to get nice Xmas presents at bargain prices. stream over his buildings. Pres. West detail. The chairman thought it a good
Trade at the “VARIETY STORE” and get more for* your money asked him to go with them to witness idea and promised to ' take it to the
:
the testing of the hydrant near there meeting. However, several members
thjHn any other place in the city.
but his duties at the station would not of the committee seen by Mr. West
• We have a good - line of Mens Furnishings, Ladies Hose, Collars, permit of his absence at that time. since the meeting knew nothing about
A
5
The hyprant in question was tried out, it
Aprons, Toques, Underwear—Agate ware, etc.'S*
however,! and a stream easily thrown . It was reported that a similar equip
WE
Make this Store Your Shopping Place During over his hquse,
ment would be installed at the twine
Much of the agitation of the present mill but Mr. West states that isv an
The Holidays
time concerning the water supply for error and. that the logical place is at
domestic and fire fighting purposes is' the electric light plant
based on thé alleged inability of the 'the plan propósèd by the company
T TO much of the money you earn
water company to furnish sufficient would undoubtedly furnish adequate
A 1 finds its+'ipay to your credit and
pressure for fire fighting purposes at protection to the disputed section
the more elevated district of West Ken and the system could be put into
how much to the credit: of others is a matter you
•285 Main Street
BIDDEFORD, MAINE nebunk.
operation atany hour of ’ the day or
often decide agairlst yourself— better open a
In order to be prepared for any night by the mere turning on of a switch
avings Account if you haven't one.
emergency the company has offered to at thè power plant. Inh. a very' few
16000 DEPOSITORS FROM MAINE TO CALIFORNIA
install, at no expense to tiié town, an seconds after the electrician oh duty
Fidelity Trust Company
electrically operated auxiliary station, was notified by telephone or. otherwise
< PORTLAND, MAINE
at the local electric light plant, to fur of a fire at West Kennebunk the 50 or
nish added pressure in the piping to 60 pound pressure, would be' at thè ser^
West Kennebunk. The pressure hère vice of the department?/ /

PHOTOGRAPHS

GERRY’S STUDIO

¿IG SALE

Commencing December 17

9
i

PAY
YOU

Biddeford Variety Store

eeper .
fac

Why Not Buy for Your Wife
A--

Program

> Vacuum Cleaner
weeper combined,,
a Vacuum Clean•fectly. The Car
can be removed
irately if desired,

Howes’ Duchess Range

much more than
carpet sweeper

'-------- FOR--------

for.

»m $6.50 up

Christmas?

ids
These Ranges are strictly high. grade and are fully guaranteed
to give satisfaction.
Read what Mrs. McKenney of Bar Mills,
under date of Dec. 4, has to say abour the range we sold her in
July of this year.

“I am very pleased indeed with my stove and find it perfectly
, satisfactory every way and especially in baking. ” I never used
one I likedso well in every way. ’ ’

FOLSOM BROTHERS
Springvale

Maine

Do Your Shopping Early

Outlined

By

the New Atlantic Shore Transfer

Board of Trade Enter

System Does Not Apply

tainments.

To Kennebunk

At the Board of Trade “At Home,”
there was given with some detail the
list of entertainments, which that organ
ization, proposes to give during the pres
ent season. The dates are not yet fixed
for all of the events, but arrangements
are far enough advanced to make public
what may be expected.. _
Next Friday evening, the Baker Con
cert Company of Boston will present an
attractive combination of vocal selec
tions and dramatic recitations. This
company comes highly recommended
and their efforts should please everyone.
The tickets are already on the street
for sale and at the low prices of ten,
fifteen and twenty-five cents should
soon be disposed of to the full capacity
of the Opera 41ouse.

General Manager McCray of the At
lantic Shore Railway Company, made an
important announcement this - week
when- he announced that in about a
month, possibly before January 1, a
transfer system would be inaugurated on
the local lines of the company, which
will mean much to the general public
and to the school children. It will mean
longer rides for one fare. General Man
ager McCray announced that the sys
tem, to be inaugurated, will be siich
that anyone riding fro111 Springvale will
be entitled to a transfer, which Will per
mit them to ride jis far as Goodrich’s1
Curve on the Kennebunk litae, while
anybody coming to Sanfdrd on’the Ken
Early inz January, it is proposed to
have a promenade concert, with music nebunk li^e wiil be entitled, to a transby our home talent. Later, -will come 1 fer, which twill ,carry them as far as
another entertainment of a vocal and Number One Bridge on the1 Springvale
dramatic character, to which home tai" line. This will also allow anybody get
ting on at Goodrich’s Curve to receive a
ent will contribute.
transfer and ride to Springvale on the
For January 14, the celebrated Tem- payment of one fare. This will accom
ple Quartette has been engaged. This modate hundreds who have walked that
is the male-quartette, which, for, so fl^tance and the school children will be
many years, has been established in greatly benefited, for, whereas those
Boston and has delighted audiences all coming from Springvale and who go to
over the country. A fine reader, Miss the High School have been charged one
Elsie May Gordon, accompanies the cent extra from Sanford to the school
quartette.
building, under the new system, they
Other entertainments will follow:
will be entitled to a transfer zand will,
Feb. 12, Friday—Lincoln day; concert have to pay but the usual fare. < It will
company; patriotic selections. Grand accommodate those living iq Soutii San
ford, too, for if they desire •togo fufarmy campfire. _
Feb. 22,Monday—Washington’s Birth ther than the Sanford waiting roorii,
day, colonial sextette, patriotic ¿elec they are entitled to a transfer, which'
carries them as far as the Number One
tions; audience in costumes.
Bridge. This has all beem brought about
March 12, Friday—How the Women by the inauguration of a “lap limit’’soof Kennebunk Would Like to See the called.
Town Improved. Music, etc. x
The announcement will doubtless be
March 23, Tuesday—Olympian /Quar received by the patrons of the road with
tette, Colored,
/.
much gratification. This will be put in
April 9, Friday — Pur6 Food Fait. to effect as soon as'tjie tariff is filed and
Demonstration^, exhibits, music. Ad all phases of the law in such cases com
plied with.—Sanford News.
mission five cents.

CHRISTMAS 1914
Best Assortment in
York County

v

The Latest Styl^ Bracelets,
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Rings,
Diamonds, Watches and
Chains. A large stock of
Solid Silver to select from. ,
Just call and see myjine of
Cut Glass, it wiH surprise you.
We have just what you want
in Coffee Sets, Tea Sets,
Fruit Dishes, Berry Dishes,
Fern Dishes, Toilet Sets and
don’t forget to look at niy
’Gilt . Clocks
'....

Something for e^ery member of the family •
I have just put^in a line of ;Maipe dourmalines. rings,
alsq gold pendants* with diamonds and pearls,

James H. Fentferson & Son
156 MAIN STREET,

-

BIDDEFORD, MAINE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE. KENNEBUNK, ME

A Very Happy Christmas for Everybody
A Holiday Stock that is first in Variety and Quality and Fairest in priceJ^gOur Beautiful Display of Gifts'meets ¿11 requirements from first to last. We have
amost complete assortment of Presents that Everybody Appreciates. .Pleasing and beautiful—^at the same-time Practical and Useful. Every Department is filled
with Fresh Goods at Fair Figures. ^Conjie where ther^^a wide choice,a Grand Oppori-fifiity to get the Best and Most Suitable Gifts for young
and old. Remember'd® Up-to-date!StQck is in Close Touch with the TWant

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY
Silverware, Novelties, Etc.
Anil many charming and appropriate gifts that cannot be here enumerated you 'Mil find our Christmas Offerings are jn harmOny with your Christmas Needs, our
pricey in harmony with your pocketbook. From inexpensive article^ to more, costly gifts, we offer fqr your selection, tfie; neiye^t and b^st bf the season. Let us show
you high-grade, strictly riiodern fair priced holiday attractions. All are invited. A hearty welcome* no matter whether sVou come to see or buy.

CHILDREN
RINGS ,
BRACELETS

locket

& Chains

BROOCHES,WATCHES

RINGS

RINGS, »BRACELETS

WATCHES
STICK PINS

. BRUSH, COMB and
MIRROR SETS

NAPKIN RINGS
CHILD’S MUGS
BABY’S SPOONS
GOLD BEADS
CHILDS SETS
Consisting of
KNIFE, FORK, and
SPOON
THIMBLES ,

P%| Ik I

GENTLEMEN

LADIES

HAT PINS
PUFF BOXES

UMBRELLAS
FANCY BELTS
*
. LOCKETS
CHAINS
FANCY BACK COMBS

Ik I

SHAVING SETS
FOBS
WATCH CHAINS
CUFF BUTTONS
WITCH CHARMS
CIGARETTE CASES
EMBLEM PINS
UMBRELLAS

The Jeweler and Optician, 253 Main St,.
Biddeford, Maine

A HOLIDAY REMINDER
THE HOME

Just at this time we always put out a reminder for the Hol¡day shoppers which we think is a great help to Jhem and a
; great benefit to us. We want the ladies, especially, to know
jist what we have to offer, as most ladies have something
to buy for gentlemen during .the holidays,' and we want to
emphasize to the ladies that the gentleman’s gift, to please
him, should be bought where he would buy himself—in a

man’s store. Here are i few suggestions. Give him some
thing useful, such as
.. i

SUITS, OVERCOATS, BALMACAAN COATS
FUR COATS, MACKINAW COATS, HOUSE COATS, BATH ROBES, PAJAMAS, FANCY VESTS, NIGHT ROBES
UMBRELLAS, SUIT CASES, HAND BAGS, GLOVES, SUSPENDERS, MEN’S-BOY’S JEWELRY SETS; NECKWEAR
Do your choosing early. x Avoid the rush of the last few days.

Everything bought here will be willingly exchanged after Xmas

CHARLES A. BENOIT
129-131 Main Street

Home Of Good Clothes

Marble Block, Biddeford

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME. '

Morin’s Dru£ Store

Board of Trade “At Home”
[Continued .from First Pace.}

three men, of diverse character; th
Chairman, Dr. J. S. Barker, is one of th
coolest men in this town and it woul
take an earthquake of tremendous pre
portions to excite him. This keeps th
Board from duly alarming our good pe(
Hints of
pie in a time of possible epidemic. /E<
win I. Littlefield is a man who dot
Prices That
Economy.
things, even to the tearing down unde
the strongest protest. He fears neithe
man or the son of man. When he tell
Study this list. It will simplify your Xmas shopping.
_. _
It will you to do a thing as a representative c
enable you to take selections appropriate and acceptable. It tells of the board, you better do it and not sto
articles of beauty and utility; of extreme acceptability, of Christmas to question over much, as he is a ma
presents, always in good form and that never fail to delight recipients. that known where is at before he jumpi
John A. Stevens, the latest additio
to this board, is a sober, quiet fellow
EVERY ITEM A HEAPING MONEY’S WORTH
who will argue the thing out well befor
he acts; he means to be right before h
decides. We are safe in their hands
COME IN AND SEE
No excitement will be felt; things wi
Toilet Sets, Stationery, Kodaks,
argued and done.”
Brownies, Premo Cameras, Manicuring I
. He said the board could not prever
Sets, Perfumes, Cigars, Toilet Waters, i
Thermos Bottles; Photo Albums, Post I
people from wearing corsets that ar
deforming; that citizens could not b
Card Albums, Mirrors, Hair Brushes,
prevented from wearing trousers Ion
Combs, Smoking Sets, Shaving Sets,
enough to pick up dust and germs fror
Tobacco Jars, Pocket Books, Playing
streets and sidewalks, and taking thei
Cards, Calendars, Cigars, Travelling
home to be breathed into the lungs c
Sets, Safety Razors, Pocket, Knives,
women and children. A great man
RUBBER GOODS
nuisances could be abated, however, o
In the buying of rubber goods, you
complaint, and Mr. Caine offered, i
can’t be too careful in their selection.« Make delightful Xmas presents. We case anyone should wish a bad conditio
shpw a great I variety of Kodaks an<J remedied, but were abashed at th
We personally guarantee our goods.
and Brownies at prices ranging from notoriety to sign any justifiable com
HOT WATER BOTTLES
$1.00 to $20.00. We have all those and plaint.
2 qt. Bottles, guaranteed, 59c to $2.00 . will be glad to show all of them.
Then followed an excellent piano sol
2 qt. Bottles, guaranteed, > 89c to $1.49
PERFUMES AND TOILET WATERS by Harry F. Fairfield, a local musicia
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
of much ability arid prominence in musi
79c 1 Our line comprises all the well-known cal circles.
2 qt. Ft. Syringe; extra
2 qt. Ft. Syringe, best
98c up FRENCH and AMERICAN lines, put
Miss Ethel Lovely, accompanied b,
2 qt. Ft. Syringe, extra
.$9c up in fancy packages at regular prices. Mr. Fairfield, sang “To Yog,” in <
Combination Hot Water Bottle arid
pleasing manner, \ responding to th
Fountain Syringes,
$1.39 to 2.50 PIPES AND SMOKERS’ SUPPLIES encore, with “I love you truly dear.”
Come in and see bur line of fancy
Walter Sanborn was introduced b;
ARTICLES FOR THE MAN WHO
pipes at 50c to $7.50. Smoking sets, the chairman as a man who does thing
SHAVES
Shaving Mugs, Shaving Mirrors; 25c to $4.50, Tobacco Jars, 75c to $1.50 and knows why he does them, bayinj
Strops, Safety Razors, Brushes, etc. Ash Trays, Cigar Holders, Tobacco in been assigned the subject, “What Cai
the manufacturers do for Kennebunk. ’
We sell the'celebrated Gerfi Jr. Razor Fancy Containers, etc.
Mr. Sanborn told how Kennebunk, a
for $1. and the Auto (Strop at $5.00.
This list is incomplete, «Many new are other important cities and towns
Come in and see them.
goods are arriving daily. The store is situated on a river furnishing wate
We carry a fine line of GOLD ROSAR makes a much more inviting and sug- power, to keep the wheels of industr;
IES, DOLLS, XMAS and NEW YEARS gestive showing of gifts than above moving.
POST CARDS.
FANCY CHOCO list would indicate, You are invited to
The first settlement was near thi
LATES and CONFECTINERY.
visit out* store.
falls where first a saw mill and then 1
grist mill were located. He told of th<
growth since until now the Leather
Apollo, Samoset and Huyler’s Chocolates
board and weaving mill industries
furnishing work to many, are wel
and a full line of Parisian Ivory Goods
established in the village with th<
twine mill up the river at West Kenne
.bunk. They have made the town wha
it is and with proper encouragemen
and efforts in the right direction addet
manufactories will yet make Kenne
Biddeford, Maine bunk known in the farthest Corners o:
Cor. Main and Jefferson St.,
the globe. The manufacturing estab
lishments form the hub around whicl
us your Mail
all business and social activities re
volve.
A mixed quartette made up
Gordon Carter, Frank Rutter, Emmi
OREN HOOPER’S SONS
Day apd Lillian Stone accompanied bj
New Location
Miss Littlefield sang “Good Nighi
236-238-240 MIDDLE STREET
Beloved” maintaining the high stan
Just Below Maine Savings Bank
dard of the preceding musical numbers,
Newf Store
New Stock
John Coombs was then introduced as
the mqst famous of Kennebunk’s con
tributions to the outside world; “Jack’'
averred that speech making was a littk
out of his line, stating that he woulc
prefer facing a crowd of 50,000 howling
ball fans than talk in a hall.
and join the,throng who ate making gifts of practical base
He gave a brief talk on the American
things that give lasting pleasure. Our new “Daylight game, stating that when he graduated
Store” is brimming over with gift pieces that our low from Colby eight years ago, he thought
his base ball education was near perfect,
Middle Street rent enable us to ptice very modestly. with a full knowledge of. every depart
ment of the game, but that his term,
with the Philadelphia “Athletic,” had
INLAID MAHOGANY
HAHOGANY FINISH
taught him different. Base ball, as
$8.75 any other business enterprise, demands
TEA TRAYS
$2.95 TEA WAGONS
25 ip. long, .nicely boxed
constant study of existing, and future
SEAMLESS AXMINconditions. Each morning of the play
HEAVY TAPESTRY
STER RUGS
$21.50 ing season at 10.30, Manager Mack
12x9 feet
meets with his/players for a general dis
COUCH COVERS $2.89
cussion of their opponents for the after
noon. Ways and means of winning the
FOLDING CARD
ELECTRIC READING
TABLES
$1.95 game fairly ¡are discussed from A to Z.
Their preparation, on taking the field,
LAMPS
$3.75
Made by Burrowes
is as thorough as possible. The same
principle should be followed in entering
the business arena.
Ball players don’t like to be beaten by
close scores. The thought, “what might
PORTLAND
MAINE have been done,” in a certain play, is
most in mind and a general feeling of
inefficiency and wrong thinking is most
in mind. But when a good beating has
been administered, a resolve to go in and
do better next time, is made.
Mr. Coombs paid a high tribute to the
morale in organized? base ball, saying,
that of the 23 members of the Athletics,
21 had never tasted liquor and 19 had
never used tobacco in any form. This
is a proportion that-will hardly hold
in
any other profession.
----- DEALER IN—
The male quartet then rendered an
other excellent selection, after which
the audience rose and sang “America,”'
closing'the program.
Members of the audience wei*e re
quested to keep their seats, while the
waiters passed the refreshments. Ice
cream, made by Greenleaf, cookies made
by, Darvill, and home-made cake were
served in abundance.
Interest in the entertainment was
maintained throughout the evening; the
participants, without exception, took
their parts with credit to themselves
and the town. In fact, the ‘‘At Home”
was a huge success, and the rtiembers of
the entertainment committee, may well
feel proud of their accomplishment in
bringing so many people together.
The movement to build up and boom
Kennebunk has spread and will continue
to spread until none can be found to
contracdict the claim that Kennebunk
Do Your Christmas Shopping Early is the best town to be found anywhere.

Christmas Suggestions
Merit, Beauty, Utility
Spell

Holiday
and at

and
Brownie
Cameras

Christmas

When

Comes

THERE’LL BE JOY IN EVERY MINUTE
If you have selected your eatables from our endless variety-and bear in mind
there’s a saving in the buying at our Store-because you’ll get first quality
merchandise at the price of the common article. TURKEYS. We buy direct and
we buy more Turkeys than all the local dealers combined. Customers marvel
at the number we receive, but our Turkey reputation is founded on years of satis
faction for the consumer. No tainted Turkeys and no disappointments when you
buy here; hence, our tremendous sales. We shall have GEESE, DUCKS and FANCY
ROASTING CHICKENS, for those who prefer them. It is an undisputed fact that
we tower away above all dealers in our line in the extent and quality of stock
handled. Every department is complete.
_
\
Perhaps you will want Nuts—We have all kipds, nice and fresh, in the shell and out of the shell.

Raisins—Seeded, Seedless Muscatel and Layer.

Pulled Figs, Layer Figs,

Cleaned Currants.

Calarab Figs! California Oranges, Dates, Citrón, Candied Fruits, Orange and Lemon Peel/ We
have the Meat, Suet and Apples fnr the Mince Meat and Mince Meat all ready for the pie.

Jellycon, Tryphosa and Gelatine and nice Plum Puddings in cans.
Strained Honey.

Almond Paste.

Marshmallow Cream?

Maraschino, Creme de Menthe and Glace Cherries.
flavors.

Bar le Due.

Jams' in glass—a dozen kinds.

cots, Prunes and Peaches.

Jello,

Honey in the Comb and

Crystalized and Preserved Ginger.

Preserves in glass—all Fruits. Jellies—all

In Dried Fruits we have Pitted Plums, Apri«

If it is something in Canned Fruit's, you’ll find it here,«and thè same

holds good for Canned Soups, Vegetables, Meat and Fish.

Spices and Flavoring Extracts for all

purposes. We carry twenty kinds of Domestic and Imported Cheese and the best Creamery and
Country Butter in the market. ? Everything in Pickles, Relishes, Meat Sauces and Salad Dressing.

Huntley and Palmer’s Eriglish Biscuits, and Home-made Crackers, Cookies and cakes, to suit
purse and palate.

We are famous for our 25c Chocolates, and all our Candies are pur^ànd fresh.

This is a good place to buy Cigars by the box for Christmas Presents.

No dinner is complete

without a cup of Mandheling Java Coffee.' It you drink Tea, try Pagoda Tea at 50ca pound.

Come here for Christmas Wreaths.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL.

Andrews & H origan Co

Morin’s Drug Store
3end

Orders

Give Furniture this Year

Ofen Hoopçr’s Sons

Christmas Shopping
Headquarters
Magnificent store decorations, an abundance and a large
assortment of goods, fresh air a-plenty, lots of light, cheery
and courteous salespeople—these all combine to make this
store the logical Christmas trading place for all the people.
P. M. & B. Co.
A Grand Array of Holiday Novelties
Complete Assortment Staple Gift Goods
No matter what your gift,needs may be—-the joy-giving sort, or the practical,
“sensible” kind, come directly to this store and we will supply them , quickly,
x pleasantly, economically and satisfactorily.
Come to this store where the Christmas spirit is contagious. In every aisle, on.
every floor, the atmosphere is fairly charged with the true soul and energy of
the Christmas season.

The Greatest Toy Store We Have Ever Had
The Biggest .Doll Show in the State
We supply good cheer t0 the Httle folks or the grown-ups. Children take their
parents by the hand and lead them to this store. Parents take their children by
the hind and do likewise. And all Of them, young and old, find hundreds of
things* to amuse them and countless things to admire.

Samuel Clark

Real Estate

Lumber

and Wood

Ross Block

Kennebunk, Me

Christmas is But a Féw Days Off
'

It is perhaps nearer than y ou-thought. If you haven’t decided on your gifts
yet, the sooner you do so the' better—for you. The variety, in all, lines is still
unbroken, the goods are still fresh and crisp and new, the store is getting busier
and busier every day. The sooner you begin ¡Christmas shopping the more you
will escape the crowds. Don’t bother running around, from place to place, come
right to this store, we are waiting to serve you, to please you, to satisfy you,
and nothing less than your perfect satisfaction will please us.

Porteous, Mitchell & Braun Co.
PORTLAND

-

-

-

-

MAINE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MR. ,

“Joe, the Clothier Co.”
CHRISTMAS TIME

Biddeford’s Biggest and Best Store
For Men and Boys.
, >

There are more time keepers sold at Christmas time than any
other time. The reason is simple—they make the best gifts.
We are celebrated for our time keepers—all moderately priced^

IH2

U04

»
We also make a specialty of SOLID GOLD RINGS and JEWELRY
in the newest designs. '
We invite you very cordially to call ¡whether you intend to buy or not.
WE WISH YOU A VERY MERRY XMAS

T^I

H
•

1—r LJ

“The Jeweler who satisfies”
J—161 Main Street, Biddeford

NEXT DOOR TO BIDDEFORD NATIONAL BANK
Agents Community Silver, 1847 Rogers Bros. THE BEST.
Miss Eulalie Benson is acting as clerk
in a business house of Portland.
The York Central Minister’s associa-I
The Union Evangelistic services, un- tion met in the Congregational ohurch I
Mrs. Chas. Brown is on the. sick list.
4er the leadership of Rev. Harry Tay on Monday, Rev. J. M. Chambers, pres-1
Dr. Hall of Wells attends her.
Little Flossie York celebrated her 7th lor and Otho Hatch, concluded Sunday ideni of the association, beinginthej
evening. There was a ( fine attendance chair. After attending to, several items
birthday, Saturday, Dec. 5th.
on Thursday and Friday evenings. Sun
Benjamin Garland has purchased *an day, the services were held in the Con of business, a paper on “The Modern
automobile, Of Sam Clark of Kennebunk^ gregational church, Mr. Taylor speak Conception of the Miracles of Jesus,”
was read by Rev. Thomas P. Baker and
L. B. Prout went to Boston Monday ing both morning and evening. ' In the the subject brought on a most interest
for a few months. :
morning, .there was a good-sized con ing discussion. The ladies of the church
Mr. ancf Mrs. . . Benjamin Jones of gregation and in the evening the church furnished a splendid dinner for the visit
Nashua, N. H., who have been the was full. The meetings were full of ing ministers, for which they were most
.guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gar- interest and quite a number began to heartily thanked. At the afternoon
live the Christian life. Jn the evening, session, Rev. L. J. Bamberg of Saco
laiid, returned to their home Friday.
Master George Shaw met with a many people were deeply moved by the read a paper bn “The Charm of the
accident
White
walking in the earnestness and, tenderness of the J Gospel. ” Thi& was received with much
woods ¡Saturday, with his brother, preacher. In the afternoon, there was appreciation by the members of the as
Emery.. The youngsters were gather a largely attended meeting for men in sociation.
ing. Wood, when suddenly George, who the Bijou theatre, at which Mr. Taylor
Plans havb been made for the obser
is the younger, jumped, and in a play •spoke most persuasively. A very happy vance pf the Week of Prayer by the
incident
concluded
the
series.
Just
be

ful way, ran into a branch, which ex
churches of the village. Meetings will
tended from one'of the trees and severe fore the benediction was pronounced, be held every evening except Saturday. |
ly injured one of his eyes. „ He was im Henry B. Dennett ascended to the pul There will, be a general exchange .of i
mediately taken to his- home nearby. pit and in well-chosen words, express pulpits on the second Sunday in .Janu
Dr. Newton and-Miss Moore were called. ing the appreciation of the men of Ken ary.
He Was later trarisferred to a Biddeford nebunkport in the work of Mr. Taylor, Committees are preparing for a Christ
presented to him à purse, containing
hospital.
$40, with instructions to procure for it mas concert, to be given by the Metho
The Opportunity club met with Mrs/
as good a fur-lined overcoat as could be dist Sunday school on the evening of
Johnson Moulton,-Friday.
secured. It is understood that the sum Sunday^ Pec. 20th. A Christmas tree
7 The W. P. M. club met With Mrs. R. has been increased since then. . Mr. Will be provided at the usujl time.
£. Webber on Dec. 2. The'^lub will Taylor was taken entirely by surprise,
meet on Dec. 9, with Mrs. C. 0. ' Per but responded in a delightful manner.
kins.
My Gift.
The result of the campaign has been the
John Somers, who is employed by the commencement of the Christian life by
Elevated, railroad, Boston, is visiting some fifty or sixty people, young and I’ve often thought of the baby,
his family.
old. A fine impression has been left by Who, in the manger lay,
Mrs. W. R. Barney was a Boston $isi- the visiting workers, and they' are as Amid the loving cattle
sured Of a Cordial, welcome if ever, in On that firs t Christmas-day.
tor recently. ■;
L. B. Prout started for Tiverton, R. the providence of God, they may return How the wise men bowed before him,
I., Monday, where he ejects to spend to this place. It was with great regrets Their treasures to unfold, '
that the people of the churches and of
the winter.
the community at large were compelled And offered to the baby King,
Mrs. Archie Winter, who has been a to s.ay farewell to these servants of God. Frankincense, myrrh and gold. ■ .
patient-at Dr. King’s hospital for the They will begin work in Bitideford, at
past four Peek's, is expected home on. the Foss Street Methodist church, on And I’ve wished that I might have been
there
*
( Tuesday.
Thursday evening. The following week On that first Christmas morn,
R. E. Littlefield, who broke his leg the meetings. Will be held in Pastor While angels sang “Good will to men,”
several weeks ago, is able to walk ton’s Baptist church.
Today the Christ is born.
, around the house with the aid of Deputy; Sheriff A. F. Chick accom
But now, on this, His. birthday,
crutches.
panied William Curtis to the Augusta There are gifts which we all may bring
. Mrs.jJohn Somers has recently pur hospital' last week ’
And offerto the Saviour
chased anew cow.
Services will be held in the Methodist And crown Him as our King.
Mrs William Russell of Somersworth, church next Sunday as usual. Sunday
N.H., was a -guest at Riverhurst on school will meet at 3.15, while the pas For the heart is far more precious
Thursday. •
.
tor will' preach at 2 p. m. and in the Then gold or treasures rare
And sWeeter than frankincense or myrrh?
A pleasing program was carried out, evening at 7...
at'the ^Neighborhood House,’’ on Sat- .•■ Miss Muriel Chick is engaged in «a. Is the penitent’s humble prayer.
urday evening. ?
jewelry establishment in Portland for So now at the feet of Jesus
As gifts, I gladly lay,
y The Birddub will meet on ^Thursday the season of holiday trade.
My heart, my love and service
evening.
f
Dr. Mower, secretary of the Baptist
Miss Cora York Was at Biddeford on State convention, was an interested at On this glad Christmas day.
By Cora M. York.
- Saturday.
tendant upon the Evangelistic service
Mrs. Minnie Armstrong r and son, of last Friday evening. During his stay Kennebunk, Me.
Preston, of Biddeiford; were guests 'of J in the village, he was entertained "by
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Currier on Friday. | Mrs. and Mrs. William M. Rounds.
Henry White, who is attending Kent’s' Rev. Thomas P. Baker was called to
Hill, is expected home for the Xmas Boothbay tb attend the funeral of his
recess.
mother’s last sister. Her death occurs
New Lunch
The Misses Helen and Alice Went- red bn Monday and the funeral took 301 Hain Street
Biddeford
worth apd Mrs. Grâce Currier took part place on Wednesday. She had been a
GIVE
US
A
CALL
in the farce, given at the Unitarian nurse in the Civil war and had reached
church, on Thursday evening.
the advanced age of 93.
/

Kennebunk Beach

Kennebunkport

AUERBACH’S

ON SflLE
TODAY
and until sold, the Entire Stock
of MATTHES & MILLER CO.

Four Hundred High Grade
SUITS and OVERCOATS
Manufactured to Retail at

$ 15, $16.50, $20.00 and $25.00

.On Sale at Just
Two Prices

f

$10.50
$15100
The Most Wonderful Clothing
Values Ever Offered in this Store
MEN’S SEPARATE
TROUSERS
$1.45,1.95,2.45 & 3.45
Yes Gentlembn, this is the big.
ge?t sale of high-class, splendid
ly tailored Stylish trousers an
nounced by “Joe the Clothier
Cp. Store” in many seasons.
•Handsomest and newest styles
for dfess and business wear.
All sizes from 28 to 50 waist
measure. Included are all wool I
blsck Thibets, Blue Serges,
Striped Worsteds, plain ' and
fancy Cassimeres and Cheviots.

JOE’S

TRIPLE-WEAR
GUARANTEED

BOY’S SUITS J OC
& OVERCOATS J./J
New Norfqlkr models, with
double side pleates, stitched on
belt, and patch pockets made to
fine Pure Worsteds, Cashmeres
Cheviots, Corduroy and Fast
Color S^rge, well ’ tailored an
fully lined
Knickerbocker
Sizes 7 to 18. u

S;

MEN’S
EXTRA HEAVY
Fleeced Lined

UNDERWEAR
33c|'"
per Garment.
Regular 50c value
SIZES 34 to 46 SHIRTS
30 to 44 DRAWERS

“Joe, the Clothier, Co.”
121-123 MAIN STREET,

BIDDEFORD, MAINE
IT PAYS TO BUY OUR KIND

■
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE
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Ad In This Paper Wil

W""^

PRICE, THREE CENTS

"

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

'

»FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

CHRISTMAS drawing nearN ««Alivi KENNEBUNK AUDIENCE

Bowdoin’s Pharmacy
Extends a hearty welcome to all and invites you to come in early and in
spect the new line of Xmas presents just received, Stationery, Gilt /Edge
Correspondence Cards, also celebrated Chocolates and Bon Bons. Toilet
Cases, Manicure Sets, Tourists’ Rolls, Perfumes in dainty bottles snd a lot
more. Come in and see for yourself.

Bowdoin Drug Store, Registered Pharmacy
KENNEBUNK, The REXALL STORE

W. E. YOULAND CO.
Now is the time to fill>
that Christmas Shopping
list and here is the place
to fill it. Our holiday
Stocks are complete,. A
store full of' sensible
gifts for ' man, woman
and child—at prices that
are right, i Don’t wait
till our aisles are crowded with last-minute purchasers.- Come early when you can have1 time for careful
selection and while assortmente are unbroken.
Here are a few suggestions—all are good values.

Linens
Tray cloths ’
12 1-2 to 50c
Damask towels X /
2510500
Huck Jowels
2 5 to 756
Guest towels
J 12 1-2 t6 50c'
Tea Cloths'
50c to $1.50
’Bureau Scarfs
25c to
00

Table Damask

25c tO.lÖC
•Necktib? '
12 1-2 tO 50C
Hose
Night shirts
150c to X)8c
Sweaters
49c to 7.50
Unión suits
79c to 3.50
Wool underwear t ’ LOO to 2.00
Negligee shirts
50c to 1.00
Ribbed underwear
SOC
Gloves
25c to 2.50
Handkerchiefs
toe to 25c
Trunks
3.98 to 18.50

50c to $1.50
Napkins
1.25 to 4.98 a doz.
Damask pattern cloths
.
1.29103.50
Hemstitched table Sets
Blouses > j
r' ' 25c to 59®
>3-25 *9 5 00; Sweaters
,
49c to j.98
Suits
; . > 2.75 to 6.98
Oyercpats ( '• ,
2.98^0 6.98
Toques
\
25c to 50c
for men, wofhen and children
v 25^ to 50c
5c to $1.50 Gloyes
Union suits
50c to 1.00
§qc td 1.00
Womerid hand bags 50c to 4.98 Wool lunderwear
_"/■ / j>oc to 75c
^Vojnens purses
25c to 2.98- Umbrellas
Neckties . ‘ X X . 25c td 50c
Womens neckwear (boxed)
\ 256'to 3<bo Pants
\
50c to 1.50
Holiday ribbons, the yard j
Pajamas.
<
59c to 75c
2cto 50c Cashmere hose
25c to 50c
Woipen’s belts
, 25c to 1,50
Women’s gloves
50c to 2.50 Women’s cashmere Hose ’ ;
Women’s umbrellas 98c to 4.98
25c to i 00
Women’s lisle hose 25c to 500 Misses lisleihóse 12 1-2 to 35c
Women’s black silk hose • t Misses cashmereAhose
A a. ,25C tO 1.50
'
25c to 50c
Women’s fleeced lined hoseS
<*■ ,; i2ctO25c?
Women’s extra sized cottcn Women's fleece - lined union
suit's . 4 , ,
$oc to Loo
also lisle hose / : 25c to 50c
-Worhen’s wool union suits
1.00 fo; 3.5o
Womens silk and , wool 1 union
suits , ’ ) ' 2-00 t0 3-5°

For Boys

Handkerchiefs

AT A FINE EDUCATIONAL LECTURE
The Illustrated lecture, given- by the ’ ment, where textbook editors are con The International Textbook Company
International Textbook Company pro-, stantly at work compiling or revising has paid back to its stockholders nearly
prietors of the International Correspond-, the textbooks and courses necessary for ; 9 millions, iri regular and extra dividends,
ence Schools of Scrantonj. Pa., held’ at; the 270 courses of thé I. ÇÎ. S.,Athe and the business the, last four mpriths,
the Mousam Opera House, Tuesday Poultry plant at Brown’s Mills, N. J., 1 ending October SOthK resulted in a net
evening, was a great success. A’bioutl2Q known as thé MiiliomEgg Farm and the péofit.pf over $480,(/00,\
attended. All Were much impressed- by; Agricultural Experimental, Farm "at. The schools employ about 4,000, and
the wonderful wbrk of the I. C. S., in Dalton, Pal,, ,and the factory>of the Vic ,to illpstrhite the volume of business'a
all its many departments yof instruction, • tor Typewriter in New York City, which day in the World’s Schoolhouse, show
arid while „ thé audience -in-*1 Kennebunk is owned by the International Textbook, ing wbat happens every day at the Home
would like- to have seen more pictured Company. '
nffiCes .of the International Correspond
1 frqm the Million Egg Farrp at Brown’s' Samples of the Victor Typewriter, ence schools- of Scranton, Pa. It is only
Mills, N-. J:,;and the Agricultural Dem mède by this company—the Interna necessary, to know .that each day over
onstration farm at/Dalton, Pa., all -the tional Hover for brooding4 small cfii'ck- 1,700 people, more than 1 per cent, of
125 pictures shown were followed, with ens—the brooder is to operate; on the 'the total population of' Scranton,, are
much interest; and ther lecturer, “ T. A. .pripCiple of the diffusion-of air and gases employed at the Home offices of thè L
Barrett, 'conducted thé audience ! very through ¡thé hens feathers, ’ and ; .was C. S.
skilfully ; through the “World Schooh- patented and is manufactured in connec
Each day, thè I. C. Si pays the Scran
'house.”
tion with the poultry/farm! at Bréwn’'s‘
D. S. Clark, the local representative Mills, (N. J. The' International.! Hover ton postoffiqe $650 for postage, t one/,
of the International Textbook Go., repre Mfg. Co.. also manufactures iIncubator third oLthat offices total postal receipts,,
thè
mailing, department handles
senting the stockholders of,the li C. S.,4 Feeders arid will supply Food Fórmiilas, .,
32,000 pieces . of mail, The > paint. who arranged the lecture here and injtro-? <tc., in connection with their’ supplies, S
duced( the lecturer, says there are over, Mr. Sterling^ of the àbpvé firm, was ery uses 5 1-2 tons of paper each
60 slides in process of preparation, cov present and demonstrated the working day ànd prints Ì 130,000 sheet's .of , text
book pages and other literature. The
ering the poultry and agricultural house; : ofThe brooder.
40 of which will be on ’ poultry. There In a ddition, the pictures showmbf the L’Ci-S., binding uses the hides of 27
will be ready in time for the lectnre at Work in the United States arid '¿lanata head of>¡caitle and 20 goats each day
for leather, covers and backs of
Alewive Grange hall, the 18th. ■ 1
—the different branch offices of the for 1,000 complete textbooks, 1 averaging
'The lecturer was introduced by Mr. eign company, which operate, the î. C. 500 pages each. The instruction de
Clark and was followed by h picture of S.schools,in British Possessions,France; partment examines and corrects 3,000
the founder and president of tjjie Inter-. India, Cape Çoloneÿ, China, été. Greece lesson papers and ,1000. drawing plates
national Textbook Co. ,Thos. J. Foster lias lately made a contint ¡with the fori' eacb day, and m /the- Encouragement ”
of Scranton, Pa., and the little printing eign department for aicdmplete system'
shop in Shenandoah; Pa. .where the idea of I. C. S. language and technical in and Students’ Aid Department 2500 spe 
of 1. C. S. instruction by mail wap first struction in the public schools âf; that cial letters of help and encouragemen t
are written to I. ' C.\S. students, .
conceived and*put intq successful opera country.

tion' -T- <a picture of Thomas Coateé of
A sample of; the Iz G. S. Language
Pickville, Pa., the first student enrolled Phonograph outfit was demonstrated by
and a copy of the original emrollment Mr. Mehiing of Kennebunkport the
blank. , The schools have enrolled,1 -over I Scholarship Maling Representative of
1,700,000 students since the enrolment' the I £J. Si and a gôod ihany. stopped to
of Thos. Coates in 1891.
hear German, ¡French’ and Spanish, rec
Pictures of thé wdriderfuj buildings, in cords. a
which tihe vast number of technical
The lecturer also brought out thé fact
textbooks lesson papers and supplies 'are that the , works of thé schools is riot
manufactured, the Instruction Depart- only ethically but financially successful.,

ä

Blankets, cotton orwool,, white
' also gray
89c to 7.50
Rugs in variods sizes and pat-,
terns
35? to 9.50,
Couch covers / 75c to 6.50

TheHomeofGoodClothes

Shirt waists of isilk, flannel, also
white lingerie waists (boxed)
98c1 to 6.98

Muffs
Scarfs
Fur coats
Cloth coats z
Shits

BETTER PREPARED

2.50 to 22.50
3.50 tO 2O10Ò
25.06 to 85.00
7.98 to 25.00
10.00 to,25.00

Kimonos
. 98c to ^.98
Bath robes
2.25 to 5.98
Children’s balk robes
98c to 2.98
Flannellette qight gdtanv
50c >to 1.50
¡Silk petticoats
2.29 to«5.98
Corset covers boxed 25c tp 75c
Combinations
59c fo 2.98

Theh ever before with splendid stock for Christmas
Buying. Each year the public decides more and
more on useful and practical Gifts as
1

£&
b

House dresses
I. doto 1.98
Childripn’s cotton, dresses
50c to 2.98
Sweaters
50c to 2.25

Neckwear Jewelry, Gloves, Shirts,
Hosiery, Handkerchiefs, Sweaters,
, House Coats, Bath Robes, Pajamas,
; Dress Suit Cases, and Travelling

Womens rain, coats
to 18.50
Childrens
2.98 to 5.00

'1 w

Women s wool vests and pants
75c to 1.50
Women s'fleece lined vests and
pants \ i
; 25c to 50c
Women s flat wool vests and
pants
l/oo to I 50
1 Misses fleeced lindd 'vqsts and
Bath rcbes
$2.98.to 5,98
panfs ' \
25c to 29c
Leather travelling bags
Misses- jersey wool vests and
1.69 to 10.00
pants t
:• 50c to 62 1-2
Umbrellas
: 98c to 5.00
Women s'medium weight vests
Combination sets, tie, hose and
* arid, pants .
^5C ;t® 62 1-2
handkerchief
_ 1,00 ' (Boxed) of silk, cotton, flannel ’ .Misses flat wdol vests and pants
Garters and arm bands
' 50c
; 49c to $4. 50
in white also natural 39c to 75c

Your Christmas Shopping is not complete without
a visit to our store.

B/”-Hen
Funishings

Shirt Waist
Patterns

W. E. YOULAND CO.
Main Street

The l.'G, , S> believes in advertising
through lectures and each day ads. are
run in local newspapers, and in 50
technical and trade publications. Oyer
50,000 illùstràted. circulars are distrib- *
uted by representatives and from 500 to '
700 new students are enrolled each day
for I; C. S. courses and 15 to 50 stu
dents report promotion an increase in
salary.

BIDDEFORD

g

A. LEMELIN
The Home of Good Clothes

CENTRAL SQ.

SANFORD, ME.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK. ME.

Economy First

NEWS NOTES
ABOUT TOWN
Local and Personal Items of
* Interest to Enterprise

Readers

Trade With
I

Bonser & Son
and you will find economy
and satisfaction or money
refunded

1'
Add to your good things for the Christmas Dinner
Darvill’s^crisp

DINNER ROLLS
Rich Pastry ROLLS filled witli pure ^hipped
cream made to order

Alsç^resh CHERRY, DATE, GOLDEN ROD,
FRUIT and PLAIN Cake

DARVILL’S BAKERY

Jack Coombs of this' village, pitcher
'oh the Philadelphia Ameriéah league
team, was given an unconditional re
lease by the Athletic club today.
' Coombs has done but little work sihce
his injuries, in 1911, while pitching in a
world series game against the New
York Giants.
Attorney Harold Goss, a native of
this village and a well known Somerset:1
county attorney, has removed to Augus
ta and associated himself with Andrews
& Nelson of that city. Mr. Goss is wellknown in this village, * being a nephew;
of Mrs. C. R. Littlefield. His many ,
friends here will be much pleaséd to'j
hear of his success.
,
Mrs. Rosilla Hill, widow of Sylvester
Hill and the oldest resident of Lyman,
died Tuesday morning, aged 95 years,
11 months and 27 days. While prepara- í
tions were being made for the funeral
ALSO
of Mrs. Hill, their son, Lorenzo Hill,
with whom Mrs. Hill made her home,
passed away, the cause of death being
A Complete Line of Stamped Goods and Hànd Embroidery pneumonia.
At the regular meeting of Ivy Tem
ple, Pythian Sisters, last Tuesday even
ing, the following ; officer/ were nomi- .
nated for the ensuing year:— >
' M. E. C.—Fannie Jackson.
E. S.—Mabel Hamilton.
E. J; ^Lillian Warren.
M.—Minnie Brown.
\ P.—Rena Smith,
1 G. of O. T.—Bessie Shepardi
<M. óf F.—Sylvia Boston.
M. of R. C.^rHelen Perkins.
R. C.—Sadie Clark.
’ ■ Preparations are in progress for the
Christmas Ball, to be given at the Mousam Opera house, Friday evening, Dec.
29thf A concert' yrill be given by an
excellent Portland orchestra. Dancing >.
Gifts purchased here aré sure to please
from 8 to 1 o'clock. The patronesses
of the ball arp Mrs. North M. Weát/
Mrs. Lee H. McCray, Mrs. Donald M.
Small, Mrs. Paúl I. Andrews, which in
sures it success. Refreshments will be
served, during' the evening!. All who;
attended the ball last year will look for
ward to this event with pleasure, as the?
evening bids fair to rival that of last
season.
The two-masted limp schooner: Nile, ’
built at Kennebunkport 58 years ago'
and owned in Boston, parted her cables ,
at Sheep island in Mussel'Ridge chan
nel early Tuesday and was blown onto
An ideal gift for that absent relátiVe
the rocks at Ash point. She Will be a
total loss. Captain Thurston of Rock
or friend ,
port, his wife and crew of two men had
a hard time getting away in their dory.
THE ENTERPRISE EOR A YEAR
The schooner registers 87 tons gross, 68
net. She was 72.7 feet long, 22.3 feet:
wide and 6.5 deep. She was the only
‘52 letters from the home town’
schooner of that name listed among the
merchant sailing vessels of the United
States, according to the list of the year
1911.
Main Street

«2
Ml

SAVE MONEY
BY BUYING YOUR

XMAS PRESENTS
F. W. NASON’S
Where you will find presents for everyone
Including
Furniture
Card Tables
Book Racks
Rockers.

Jardiniers
CouchCovers
Mirrors
Fern Dishes

Smokers Sets
Slippers
Boots,Shoes and Rubbers,Hand
Painted China in a great variety
of patterns.

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Did You Know

MRS. S. E. LADD

at Dresser’s Daylight Store

LADIES FURNISHINGS.

Gent’s Furnishings Dept.

DRY AND FANCY GOODS

You can get lots of useful articles for the holidays such as ARM BANDS, GAR
TERS, HOSIERY, SUSPENDERS, NECKWEAR, in many combinations

DOLLS

ROBES,

HANDKERCHIEFS,
NECKWEAR

HZ Main Stf

Hosiery
The famous Interwoven Socks; 4 prs.
to the box, at $1 or Silk ones at 35 and 50c

BATH

NOVELTIES,

BAGS, ETC., ETC,

ri

Edward Blanchard was a Portland
-visitor Friday.*
Mrs. Blanche Poster was itt> Boston,
Monday, oh business.
Dr. apd Mrs. A. 43. Merriman were
Boston? visitors the last part of last
zweek.
Pérley Greenleaf was in Portland
Monday, called there by the illness of
his aunt;
An old two masted schooner,. Mary
Brewer/which was reported missing,
turned up at Cape Porpoise.
The séwing circle of Ivy Temple will
be entertained by Mrs. Sylvia Boston;
at her home at the Landing, next Mon
day evenipg.
' Alphonse Dwight/a resident of Good
win’s Mills, was found dead Monday
noon in the home of Joseph Buzzell
which is located about one half mile
above the Mills.
Nearly 2000 people attended the York
* County Poultry Show at Sanford, Wed: nesday aiternoonand evening. C. F/
Adams of Kennebunkport received 'first
prize for Buff Rocks.
The young ladies of the Senior class,
of the High School, Lok dinner at the
McLellan House, last Friday night,
After dinner, there was music and la so• cial hour. Mrs. Fred Andrews acted as
chaperon for the party.
James M. Marston, 70 years old, isi
visiting his brothers, )D. W. Marston
and Edward M., near7 the town house
district. »‘He rode here on a bicycle
from Derby Liiíe, Vt./Arriving Sunday.
He rode about 250 miles.
Miss Maud Webber, who has been ill
for the past two years«, and who has
spent the most of the time in Lunenburg,
Mass., has fully recovered and arrived
this week and will spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Hl
Webber oh York street
A lecture will be , given in Alewiye
Grange hall next Friday evening, Dec.
18th, under, the auspices ofJL C. S.
Poultry and agriculture will be the prin
ciple subjects treated. There will be
some 150 illustrations. Admission is
free. Everybody plan to come.

Saco, Me

Remember a pair of Silk Stockings
makes you a friend every time.

Handkerchiefs .

Flannel Shirts
^Flannel Shirts in both light- and \
heavy weights at $1.00, $1.50, $2.00

Night Robes
Pajamas

Handkerchiefs of all kinds for Men
at all prices from 5c to 50c.

Sweaters
Shirts
Hathaway Dress and Fancy Negligee
Shirts,

President Working Slnrts.

Beach Jackets
and lots of useful things that we can
not mention.
.

Dresser’s Daylight Store
KENNEBUNK'

Furnishings Department
\

MAINE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MB.

CHRISTMAS COMES BUT ONCE A YEAR

'* /wOirl
Of course you want to help to make it a pleasant and happy one for others as well,as yourself, arid the proper way tb>do it is to make
useful and pleasant gifts to your family and friends, and we can help you to do so by having, you-call here and inspect our large line of
Useful'presents for young' and old.

It is a pleasure for us to shqw goods, whether you buy or not.-' Allgoodsexchanged after Xmas.

A FEW OF THE MANY ARTICLES WE ARE SHOWING FOR THE HOLIDAYS

<Bath Robes
Smoking Jackets
Fancy yest&jw' Full Dress Sots
(luff Buttons
Scarf Pins ,’W-All Kinds..Of Hosiery®. Collars, ® ^eckwear ' Shirts ' S Underwear ■

Caps

Hats

Men apd Boy’s Clothing
Overcoats of all *ids
' Fur Coats
Pltfsh Liped Coats W Ulsters

Fur Caps

IN FACT YOU CAN FIND EVERYTHING THAT IS USEFUL AND NEEDY HERE AND AT PRICES THAT FIT YOUR POCKETBOOK
'______________________ I

r

____________________ _____________ ■-

'

; t

____________________________ '___________ '

Special Bargains in different lines on different days from now until after the holidays
Wishing you and you<s a very happy7 and pleasant Christmas and A Happy New Year, andthanking you for your kind patronage
/
during the past year, very truly yoUrs
' '
/
z

BE:NOIT-DCINN CO.
Masonic Block, Biddeford

Poultry Supplies
,

N. J. GENDRON

Wise Poultry Men Use

Buckeye Incubators

-------- SELLS—

lift

ANQ^

International Sanitary Hovers

Furniture

Stoves and Ranges
.THE PRICE
OF THE
HO'VER

$8.50

- çAçAdty

x

MMMa

Crockery & Glassware
I' |
II ' i
1

STYLE

'

Hi

Capacity , & ~EggSf(
Price $7.50

Il

®

i{o, 60Capacityv 60 Eggs *$14.00
1; Capacity IjLO Eggs 18.00

23.00
Nd. 8',. Capacity 3§0 Eggs 30.00
No. 4, Capacity 350 Eggs 35.00
No.
Capacity 600 Eggs 56.00

100 CHICKS No." 2. Capacity 175 Eggs

If ybu buy your Christinas Presents
here you will be satisfied

SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE

Allen, Sterling & Lothrop
PORTLAND» MAINE
49 Exchange St.,
64 Market St.

170-172 Main St., Sanford
’ A§k FOR VOTES '

|||||

When Making Xmas Purchases Patronize Enterprise Advertisers

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

Trade in Biddeford and Saco
Buy your Christmas gifts here.

WHY ?

TO SAVE A DOLLAR.

It is just like earning a dollar by buying your

Furniture, Rugs,.Carpets and Draperies at /

Atkinson’s Two Big Stores

-

We do not make extravagant claims, but, our
one claim is
We can and do undersell anyone in
York or Cumberland Counties. Our stock, in the
two stores gives you one grand assortment to
choose from. Get the habit of trading with us.
You can readily see, and be convinced you can
actually save money by looking over our prices
Why
travel rfar from home when your neighbor
garked in plain figures.
has what you want,and that almighty dollar saved. You should see just out
of curiosity the ijnside of our two big stores. Until you enter our vast/furni
ture emporiums, you cannot imagine the Amount of stock we carry. ‘ The two
big buildings given Up for display only—Our stockrooms are elsewhere.

Christmas Gifts
China Closets, Dining Tables, Dining Chairs, Music
Cabinets, Ladies’Work Baskets, Serving Trays. Pictures,

Lamps, Dinner Sets, Rugs, Willow and Reed Rockers, Globe"
Wernicke Book Cases, Parlor Tablés, Children’s Chairs and
Rockers, Big line of Mission Furniture, etc.

The Rug House of this Section
Our large swinging arm racks will show you more than
200 large floor rugs. Prices from 39c to $45.00.

A Resting Place for All
We may furnish your home, so, make this your resting
* place and incidentally gain an idea of what you would like
for your new home, or refurnish the old. We deliver all
our goods FREE OF CHARGE, to any point in York
County by Auto Truck or by Rail.
/

H. P. ATKINSON & SONS Inc.
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block, BIDDEFORD, MAINE

Atkinson Block, S^CO, MAINE

Sensible, Serviceable
Christmas Gitfs
Bring your youngster tq otir Boy’s Clothing Department to-day and let usshow you how eas
ily we can suit your bqy and your pocketbook.
Every Boy’s Suit in dur stock was carefuily selected—-we know how bard bo^s are on clothing
—that’s why the rhaterials are all-wool.
I

Prices, notwithstanding the war, are just as low as
ever. I We did not raise our prices, but de did raise
our standards. We’re giving better valúes than ¿per

Three Big Specials for Xmas
i

" Norfolk Suit, made of all-wool Blue ,
Serge. Here’s^ suit in which your
’ boy will always look neat. This is ’
one of our biggest values. ', $4.95
Norfolk Suit, witli extra pair of pants 1
. made of, high grade, all-wool cassimere. It stands rough usage- An
axcellent value at ■
Norfolk Suit, with, with patch poqkets ]
madq of all-wool cassimere of cheviots
Many pretty patterns to select front
Makes an excellent school or Sunday
, Suit. An exceptional ’value at $6.95

Boy's Caps,ToquesandCloves,all kinds and colors
Don't forget we have as good values for the older boys

H. C. WAKEFIELD
Clothing, Hats, Caps and Shoes /
KENNEBUîSf i||
IB
-

MAINE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE. KENNEBUNK, ME.

Trim Visiting Dress of Panne Velvet

4»

I PRETTY CHRISTMAS GIFTS I
T

lying your

I Acceptable Presents for Young and Old |
I
and How They Are Made
|
and the shoes of red. The tall hat is
(FANCY CAPS POPULAR
AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS of red also, and the costume is fin
ished with a ruffle collar of white lace.
ANCY caps, of many kinds, are This doll has eyes made of small black
among the gifts that may be relied beads with eyebrows and eyelids deupon to please those who receivefined with black yarn. His nose is
them. This year they are shown made formed by making a short ridge in the
for the dancing party, for theater wear, face drawn together by a few stitches.
ifor skating, and, in greater numbers A etitch, in red yarn, forms his mouth
istill, for breakfast and bedroom wear. and a mustache and whiskers are
IThey employ a great variety of mate- made of black yarn.
Among the new things brought out
for this year are pictures to be made

F

Jeers, Globe"
5 Chairs and

setion
•u more than

© I

by cutting out figures from colored tis
sue paper and pasting them on a thin
paper background. The tissue is placed
over an outline picture and the figure
wanted drawn in outline with a pen
cil. It is then cut out. Different ob
jects are drawn on different colored
paper, as trees on green paper, horses
OT startlingly new in style, but de
on white or brown paper, and other ob
lightfully effective, this trim after
jects on appropriate colors. After all
the required figures are cut out, they noon gown of panne velvet shows an
adaptation of modes to material that
are pasted on the background.
commends it to the woman of taste.
PRETTY SHADES FOR
The use of the new fur-cloths, light
USEFUL PRESENTS FOR
CHRISTMAS CANDLES weight plushes and long-napped panne
THE LITTLE PEOPLE
velvets ih entire dresses is an innova
RETTY candle shades for the tion which furnishes novelty enough
WARM robe of eiderdown flannel
dressing cast or for the candles for those who value it above all else.
is among the many delightful
of the dinner or luncheon table, are The- bodice and sleeves of the model
gifts that are to be made for the baby
sure to delight the home-maker, so
or for the little ones who have out they are among the most acceptable appear to be cut in one, although the
sleeves are long and close fitting about
grown babyhood. Eiderdown flannel of Christmas gifts
the forearm. They taper to the wrist
is woven in light colors and figured in to everyone who
and extend in a rounded point over the
white with Teddy bears, rabbits, birds loves the little
hands. A ruffle of the material,
and other figures that delight the touches that add
doubled, finishes the edges of the
youngsters. It is the softest and most to the beauty of
bodice at the front and across the
■comforting of materials for cold
the home.
back.
In many dresses of napped or
weather.
Candle shades
pile fabrics narrow borders of fur
Bath robes like that pictured are
of figured silk, or
are used for finishing edges.
bound with narrow ribbon on all the
silkaline or thin
The upper part of the skirt is set on
ribbon, may be
to. the bodice, overlapping the front
made over small
and extending up in* a square tab at
wire frames, with
the silk put on in
plaits or plain or
fluted. The thin
ribbons are easily
handled
Small wire
frames are to be
bought ready
made and come in
a variety of
shapes and sizes.
S o m e t i mes the
frame is made of
stiff c ardboard,
but this is not durable nor as satisfac
tory as that of wire.
To make shades like that shown in
the picture take flowered ribbon of
strips of silk a half-inch wider than
the width of the wire frame. Lay it in
plaits a little less than -a half inch in
depth, or have it plaited on a plaiting
machine. Sew one edge of the plaited
strip over the top wire of the frame,
crowding the plaits close together. Sew
the other edge over the bottom wire.
Spreading the plaits evenly is- neces
sary. Conceal the sewing and border
the shade at the same time with tin
iraw edges, provided with collars and sel braid in silver or gilt.
¡pockets (except when made for in- PRETTY LITTLE CORSAGE
jfants) and have ties of silk cord, fin
AND HAIR ORNAMENTS
ished with tassels at the neck and
about the waist, like the eiderdown in
IBBONS are used to make the sin
color. For the little infant the pocket
gle roses and small bouquets that
and waist cord are not needed.
it is fashionable to wear at the shoulBed slippers of eiderdown finished der, over the coat or corsage. Single
and tied with ribbons are very com roses are also made of silver or gold
fortable for little ones who are apt to tissues and small blossoms of these
kick off bedclothes in cold weather. materials are used with those of rib
'They are among the most easily made bon in the little bouquets. The single
of gifts. Shoes and bootees, for little metallic rose is as large as the largest
¡infants’ daily wear, are also made of natural roses and is set in foliage.
'this material which is so well suited
Ribbon in a heavy quality something
for a baby’s garments. Other articles
over a inch in width is used for mak¡are short sacks, hoods and blankets
for the baby’s carriage. The last are
decorated with big bows of wide, hand
some satin ribbon.

Tials, the choice depending upon the
¡purpose that the cap is to serve.
A pretty evening cap, shown in the
'picture, is made of silk and bound
¡with silver braid. A fan of silver
gauze at the side is an unusual orna
ment, poised like a butterfly near the
face of the wearer, where two tassels
of silver tinsel are suspended. Such a
headdress need not be removed at the
theater or dance and adds a charming
touch of brilliance to the dress.

A
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the left side. At the bottom this upper
part of the skirt is hemmed in a wide
hem. The lower part is cut separately
and set on under the hem. This
makes a one-piece garment with the
effect of a short tunic,'and shapes the
skirt prettily to the figure.
The very wide, crushed girdle is
made of the same material as the
dress and tacked about it below the
waist line. It fastens in with the
bodice at the left side.
A double ruffle of plaited lace fills
in the neck, and frills of the same
finish the sleeves.
The gown is in taupe color, worn
with patent leather shoes having tan
cloth tops, and a black velvet turban.
A long ornamental bar pin is fastened
below the bosom.
For materials, the body of plush
and velvet, simple and trim lines,
should be exacted of the modiste.

For Motoring in Crisp Weather

)ow you how eas-

ys are on clothing

ist as low as
ne did raise

es than ever

R

TOYS MADE IN THE
HOME WORKSHOP

HERE are some toys that can be

made at home for the smaller chil
Tdren
and they are among those that

MAINE

are most durable and most cherished.
Among them are Teddy bears, dogs,
elephants, rabbits and kittens made of
canton flannel or plush. Rag dolls,
printed on strong muslin, can be
¡bought ready to be cut out and made
at home. The animals are cut by pat
terns to be had at pattern companies
and are stuffed with sawdust. Small
buttons or beads make their eyes and
heavy yarns are employed in outlining
the mouth or nose or other details.
A small white dog shown in the pic
ture illustrates how well these toys
look. He is furnished with eyes made
of little black buttons and ears cut
from black cloth. A ribbon carrying
a tiny bell is sewed about his neck
and he is bedecked with a narrow band
of red ribbon about his body, tied in a
’bow at the side.
A clown doll is shown with the head
made of ribbed goods like a stocking
top. The body is made of blue cambric

ing roses. Pinks and reds as like the
natural flowers as possible are chosen.
Hair ornaments are made by wind
ing bonnet wire with satin ribbon in
lengths sufficient to extend twice
across the head from ear to ear. This
covered wire is doubled in the center
and caught together at the ends mak
ing a double band. At each end of this
band a ribbon rose is set in rose
foliage.. Ornaments of this kind make
lovely gifts for young women.

TIMULATED by that special in Ural lamb, chinchilla and fancy mix
tures. The ready-made garments em
body more style and are cut on sim
the maker of the motor bonnet and pler lines than has been the rule for
coat pictured here has distinguished several seasons. One cannot expect to
himself. All brides, and other fair get better results in a made-to-orde.
ladies, who elect to go a-motoring in coat than those to be found in the dis
crisp weather, will only need to copy plays of reliable houses showing mo
this cold-weather outfit to assure tor and sports coats.
Heavy cloths, plushes, satin and
themselves of comfort. One need not
look twice to see how very attractive novelty weaves are used for motor
bonnets. Practically all of them have
it is.
The heavy, enveloping coat of zib soft puffed crowns. That tn the picture
eline is cut on rather straight lines, is of satin, with warm interlining and
flaring enough to be roomy and amide. thin silk lining. At the front a lined,
The straight sleeves are large enough band of uncut velvet is trimmed in
to be easily slipped on, and finished points. A frill of plaited satin falls
with turnback cuffs and a huge ob like a cap about the face.
The very long chiffon veil is shirred
long bone button. The wide, square
collar is arranged to button up about into a cap that veils the satin crown.
the neck and roll over, or to lie flat But there is ample length to bring the
over the shoulders, according to the ends over the face, around the neck,
desire of the wearer. The coat fastens and to tie them in front, so affording
a little to one side of the front with ample protection.
Braid and button ornaments make
large bone buttons.
There is a good range of heavy just the right finish for this excep
?.loths to choose from for coats of this tionally fine motor bonnet.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
character. It includes bouclé cloth,
spiration which seems to come to
S
the help of the designer of trousseaus,

The longer on this earth we live,
And weigh the various qualities of
men,
Seeing how most are fugitive
Or fitful gifts at best of now and
then
Wind wavered, corpse lights, daugh
ters of the fen
The more we feel the high, sternfeatured beauty
Of plain devotedness to dutyf
Steadfast and still; nor fed with mor
tal praise
But finding amplest recompense
For life’s ungarlanded expense
In work done squarely and unwasted
days.
—Lowell.

ter. Take from the heat and stir untit
smooth, but put on the cake before it
becomes set. Should it become toe.
hard add a few drops of milk or hold/
the saucepan over hot water for a few
minutes. This makes a nice frosting:
as well as a good filling.
One cupful of sour cream, a cupful
of sugar cooked until thick and a cup
ful of hickory nut meats added, makes
a most delicious cake filling.

CAKES FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.

For those who have good digestions
and are engaged in an active life, pork
,A
, is a good, nourishing
A O t food, and is especially
M
| .good for the cold winter
months.
As P°r^
a heat pro
v ducer it should be served:
with the muscle-building,
foods, such as beans,
peas and squash, cab
bage and spinach. When serving pork-,
chops have mashed potatoes, fried ap
pies and squash.
Apple sauce with roast pork, hom
iny and pumpkin pie.
A very attractive roast may be pre
pared like a crown roast of lamb.
Fill the center with small onions and'
roast, basting until done.
Spiced Ham.—In a porcelain-linedkettle put a bag of spices, cinnamon,
mace, cloves—a half teaspoonful ofc
each. Info the kettle put a quart oi
two of cider and place a well-cleaned,
ham which has been soaked overnight
Cook six or eight hours. Cool before
taking it out of the cider. Remember
the acid of cider will act on any metal'
like tin and it should never be put.
.into a tin dish.
Baked Ham, German Style.—Soak,
a ham over night in cold wlter. In
the morning remove the skin. Mix a.
tablespoonful of powdered sage, a
teaspoonful of cloves, a half teaspoon
ful of cinnamon and a few dashes oi
pepper, Rub this into the meat, then
sprinkle with chopped onion. Make
paste of flour and water and spread it.
over the ham. Bake four hours, bast
ing it occasionally. Remove the paste
before serving.
Ham With Tomato ,>Sauce.—Rub a>
half can of tomato through a sieve
Put two tablespoonfuls of butter with
the tomato into a saucepan. Add a
quarter of a cupful of stock or milh
and a teaspoonful of onion juice. Sea,
son with salt and pepper. Brown the
ham on both sides and pour the sauce
over it.

SERVING PORK.

Sponge cakes are especially good for
small people. Beat four eggs until
light, add a cupful of
granulated sugar and a
cupful of powdered sug
ar. Sift together two
cupfuls of flour with two
teaspoonfuls of baking
powder and beat until
light and full of bubbles.
Into three-quarters of a
cupful of boiling water
put a teaspoonful of flavering and stir into the cake mixture.
Bake in gem pans. Ice or not, as de
sired.
Raisin Cakes.—While nuts are not
good for very little people, raisins
which have been seeded and chopped
are excellent. Cream half a cupful
of shortening, add a cupful of sugar,
add a half cupful rich milk or thin
cream. Dissolve half a teaspoonful
of soda in a little hot water, or use
two teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
and sift it with the flour. Beat one
egg and add enough flour to roll after
adding a cupful of chopped raisins.
Buttercups.^—Cream together half
a cupful of butter and half a cupful
of powdered sugar; add two eggs
beaten, separating the yolks and
whites; sift two. teaspoonfuls of bak
ing powder in two cupfuls of flour,
mix well, add half a teaspoonful each
of vanilla and lemon extract. Roll out
thin as possible and cut with a star
Qr any fancy cooky cutter; sprinkle
with caraway seed, sugar plums, press
ing them into the dough.
Brownies.—Sift together two cup
fuls of flour, a half teaspoonful of salt,
two teaspoonfuls of baking powder
and a teaspoonful of cinnamon.
Cream together a cupful of shorten
ing with a cupful of granulated sugar
and stir into the dry ingredients. Beat
two eggs well and add to the rest,
then add two cupfuls of rolled oats,? a
cupful of seeded raisins and a half
cupful of well-washed currants. Mix
well, then drop by teaspoonfuls on a
MORE GERMAN GOOD THINGS.
greased baking dish. ,
Crackers are good little cakes if cov
The Germans are famous for their
ered with boiled frosting and chbpped soups of various kinds and one of the:
raisins and browned in the oven.
* charmil of them are the.
Marshmallows placed on round thin
soup gnrnishes.
crackers and baked in the oven until
Egg Ctumbs.—Sift a*
they puff and are brown are another
cupful of flour, with salt
favorite cake with the little people.
and pepper. Beat an egg;
enc-ugh td blend the yolk
CAKE FILLINGS.
ax?d white, then add two
tablespoonfuls of water;
There is no manner in which variety
and mix with the flour
may be given the ordinary cake like a Turn pn to a floured board and knead,
new filling or a strange thoroughly, working in as much dry
or unusual combination. flour as possible, so that a very stiff;
The following may be dough is formed. Let this stand for
suggestive, although not half an hour, then grate on a coarse
all new.
grater and let the crumbs dry, aftei
A cupful of grated pine spreading them out on the board. Al
apple with sugar added low two tablespoonfuls of these, egg
to whipped cream or crumbs to be cooked in the soup. The;
even to a beaten white of remainder of the crumbs, after drying,
an egg is a most dainty may be put into a jar and kept for fu
filling for any white ture use. They will keep for some
cake and adds a delightful flavor.
time.
Potato Dumplings.—Grate four cold;
Cocoanut Cream Filling.—Scald a
cupful of milk in a double boiler, add boiled potatoes and add to them one
two eggs beaten lightly, first adding cupful of stale bread crumbs, soaked;
a little of the milk to the eggs. Add a in a little milk, just enough to moist
half cupful of sugar and a pinch of salt. en; add two eggs, two tablesponfuls ot
Cook until thick, then set aside to flour and salt and pepper. Form into«
cool. Whip a half cubful of heavy balls and steam or boil 20 minutes.
cream, add it with two-thirds of a cup Turn into a- serving dish and sprinkle
ful of grated cocoanut to the custard, with two cupfuls of bread crumbs fried
stir until well blended, then spread on in butter.
German Potato Salad.—Boil four
the cake. K
Prune Almond Filling-—Boil togeth large potatoes in their jackets. Peel
er a cupful of sugar and a half cupful and slice them very thin. Add one
of water to the soft ball stage. Pour this small onion chopped very fine. Cut
Efirup over a well beaten’white of an three slices of bacon into dice and fry
egg, beating all the while the sirup is until brown, pour this hot fat over the
added. When beginning to stiffen add potato and onion, season well with salt
a half cupful of prunes which have and pepper. Heat four tablespoonfulsbeen softened and cut in bits, and a of vinegar to the boiling point and.
third of a cupful of blanched and pour over the potato. Mix well and
•shredded almonds. When the icing is allow the salad to cool before serving.
Stuffed Onions.—Parboil six even
cold spread on the cake.
Fig Filling.—Grind a pound of figs sized onions. Remove the centers and
add two tablespoonfuls of sugar and a drain as much as possible of the mois
cupful of water, cook until smooth, ture from the onions. Chop the cen
then add the juice of one lemon, beat ters, mix with bread' crumbs, sage and
well and when cold spread on layers other seasoning desired. Fill the cavi
ties with this mixtitre, put a piece of
of cake.
Maple Cream Filling.—Cook togeth butter on top of each. Bake in a dish,
er a cupful of maple sugar, a half basting with stock or butter and wa
cupful of milk and a tablespoonful of ter. Allow 45 minutes for baking.
butter together for eight minutes or
when it makes a soft ball in cold wa
Looking Backward.

Our first years at school were not
made easy and joyous to us by
the modern methode of the kin
dergarten and other similar sys
tems of acquiring- knowledge with
out effort, and we thereby es
caped the effects of the fallacy that
learning and education can be at
tained without pains and concentra
tion of the mind. We were constantly
drilled at school in mental arithmetic
and other studies of a kind not much
relished, I am told, by the youth of to

day and unfashionable with modern
educators of young children; and’ at
home we were urged in season and
out, as we then thought, to improve
our minds, to contemplate serious
things, and especially and most fre
quently, to read good books, particu
larly those books which required ef
fort for their understanding and mak
tery.—George P. Brett in the Atlantic^
Optimistic Thought.

To accept a favor is -to forfeit lib
erty.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

Report ii

The Riñes Brothers Company
Portland, Maine

MOUSAf

“THE STORE OF PRACTICAL GIFTS”
This Year
Everyone sees the importance and necessity of the giving of

Practical Gifts
Gifts that are gladly received and fully appreciated by the receivers

This Store
appeals to you at once when you are thinking of such gifts. Every Department is filled with Usable, Wearable Merchandise that
represents ‘‘Value Received” for every dollar you put into it. We have complete stocks at the following departments.
Suits
Hosiery
Dress goods
Coats
Art goods
Silks
Furs
Ribbons
Laces
Waists
Men’s underwear
Dolls
Skirts
Sweaters
Leather goods
Corsets
Linens
Brass goods
Blankets
Cut glass
Domestics
Rugs
Wash goods
China
Draperies
Sorosis shoes
Writing papers
House dresses
Umbrellas
Handkerchiefs
Kimonos
•
Men’s furnishings
Gloves
Children’s wear

Everything for Christmas—If you can’t come in write
us. Our PARCEL POST DEPARTMENT is
for your Convenience.

Mousam Wate
Kennebi
Gentlemen:—!
shows that the

We Deliver your purchases FREE OF POSTAL CHARGES

bacterial exam
use for drinkin

RIÑES BROTHERS COMPANY

Thiswi

Elwell, J. O. Florist
Fairfield, Eugene Insurance
Fiske, V.i Gilman Druggist
Gerry’s Studio
Greenleaf, P. D. Restaurant
Hudson, George Harness Maker
' Kennebunk Bargain Store, Dry Goods
Larrabee, G. W. Hardware
Lord, J. W. Hardware
Mousam Water Co;
Below we give a list\ of our advert
Mousam House
tisers every one of whom are reliable.
Cut this list out for reference when, McLellan House
you go to do your Xmas shopping—It Murray, D. Livingston M.iD.'
Nason, F. W- Furniture
will come in handy
Napon, Leroy Musician
Norton & Harden, Electricians
ALFRED -<
Ocean National Bank
Reeves & Linscott, Memorials
Ocean National Bank, Savings Dept.
Remar, Carl Tailor
, BOSTON ADV.
“All reddie Brand’’ Plum,Pudding.
PORTLAND.
Local agents.
Allen Sterling Lothrop, poultry supBIDDEFORD.
plies.
T. L. Evans & Go., department store. Carles’Hair Store.
Atkinson House Furnishing Store Co.
Fidelity Trust Co.1. Auerbach’s lunch room. ■
Murdock Co., opticians.
Andrews & Horigan Co., groceries.,
Oren Hooper’s Sons, furniture. .
Biddeford Variety Store.
Porteous, Mitchell & Braum Co.
Benoit & Dunn, gents’ furnishings.
■ Biddeford Remnant Store.
SACO
C, A Benoit, gents’ furnishings.
Mrs; S. E- Ladd, Ladies Furnishings
Duncan, jeweler.
'SANFORD
H. L- Dupre, jeweler.
H. J. DeLisle, Boots & Shoes
John F Dean, boots and shoes.
H. N; Eames, V.'M. D.
- J.oe, the Clothier Co.'-'
Mrs. J. W. Thompson, Ladies
J. H. Fenderson, Jeweler.
Lewis Polakewich, ladies’ and gents* furnishings
N. J. Gendron, Furniture
furnishings.
R. Lemelin, Clothier ■ .
Miss Garand, millinery.
S. B. Emery, Furniture
Morin’s Drug Store.
Miss A. M. Morrill, millinery.
.
SPRINGVALE
W. E. Youland Co*, department. ^
Folsom Bros. Ranges
Springvale National Bank.
KENNEBUNK
Bowdoin, J. W. Druggist
SCRANTON, Pa
Barrett, F. H. Jeweler
International 'Correspondence Sc ooh
Bonser, F. W. Dry Goods
WELLS
■ .Bodge, E. A. Variety Store L. A. Wentworth, Undertaker
|p Cole,'C. H. Insurance
’ Wm. J. Storer, Insurance
Clark, S. Real Estate
Curtis & Roberts, Grocers
DRESS MAKING and plain sewing,
■'Chamberlin, Don Auto Supplies
Mrs. Rena Knight^ Depot Street. Ady
■ •Darvill, Fred Baker
Daylight'Store, Men’s Furnishings
The Webhannet Club willjmeet Mon
D’Ascaino, Joseph Repairing boots day, December 14, with Mrs. Charles
R. Littlefieid on. Main Street. The
and shoes.
Enterprise Wood Yard
regular program will be given.

SHOPPING

DIRECTORY

t

CAUGHT WITH

THE GOODS
Deputy Sheriff A. F. Chick of Kenne
bunk was in New Hampshire on busi
ness Tuesday, and on his way down
from Dover, sat in a seat with a man
who' announced that he was Fred Lemi
eux of Skowhegan, and stated that he
had 'been in the ruin business seven
years and had never been caught. He
further told the deputy, whom he had
never seen before, that he had two gal
lons of booze in his dress suit case and
only wished Chick could go along with
him and he would show how easy it was
to get by the officers.
“You say you were never caught: in
,the business?s asked Deputy Chick.
“No,, my friend. I never was!” was
the reply.
“Well, I guess you will chalk down
once that you have been caught and
with the goods also!” spoke up the
deputy, and the stranger nearly went
through the seat when he learned with
whom he, had been, talking.’ He was
taking to Kennebunk and arraigned be
fore Judge Bourne on a charge of .illegal
possession and was let off on payment of
costs ■ of court, amounting to , $9. —
Biddeford Journal

POPULAR AS
ADVERTISING
MEDIUM

his week both in size and number of
copies printed is the largest in our
history. We wish to thank our pairons
for their generous, support and our only
regret is that we were unable to handle
the advertising of> several prominent
local and?out-ot-town merchants.

Good-by, Old Year.

Peace to its ashes! Peace to its
embers of burnt-out things; fears,
anxieties, doubts all gone! I see
tlrem now as a thin, blue smoke hang
ing in the bright heavens of the past
year, vanishing away into utter noth
ingness;;; Not many hopes deceived,
not many illusions scattered, not many
anticipations disappointed, but love
The Union Temperance meeting at fulfilled, the heart comforted, the soul
the Congrefational church last Sunday enriched with affections.—Longfellow.
evening was well attended. Mrs. Liv
ingston held the closest attention of
Help!
her audience. The choir and congre
‘Gentleman offers to exchange a
gational singing added much to the ser Christmas present for something use
vice.
ful.’”

SWEET CHRISTMAS DREAMS

A Christmas Carol
by
HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW

r HEAR along our street
Pass the minstrel throngs;
Hark! They play so sweet.
On their hautboys, Christmas tongs!
Let us by the fire
Ever higher
Sing them till the night expire!
■*

IN December ring
d, Every day the chimes;
Loud the gleemen sing
In the strpets their merry rhymes.
Lei us by the fire
Ever higher
Sing them till the night expire/

HEPHERDS at the grange,
Where the Babe was bom,
' Sang with many a change
Christmas carols until mom.
Let us by the fire
Ever higher
Sing them till the night expire!

5

'THESE good people sang
A Songs devout and sweet;
While the rafters rang.
There they stood with freezing feel.
Let us by the fire
Ever higher
Sing them till the night expire!

TVTUNS in frigid cells
» At this holy tide,
For want of something else,
Christmas songs at times have tried.
Let us by thefire
’ Ever higher _
Sing them till the night expire!

MOUSA

TAT'HO by the fireside stands,
r r Stamps his feet and sings;
But he who blows his hands
Not So gay a carol brings.
Let us by the fire
Ever higher
Sing them till the night expire!

The Worst Kind.

The value and popularity of the
Enterprise as an advertising medium is
evidenced by the patronage of this our
annual Christmas, number. Our issue

The hatefunest people in the world
are those who stand always ready,
when they do wrong, to* address some
body in an audible aside with “Now
see what you made me dot”

When Making Xmas Purchases Patronize Enterprise Advertisers

THE MOUS
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Report from State of Maine on Water Supplied by Mousam Water Co.
Maine State Laboratory of Hygiene, Augusta, Maine

MCLELLAN HOUSE

iYSIS

W-A-TEja

W. S. MCLELLAN, Proprietor

Parts In 100,000

MOUSAM WATER COMPANY

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

SHORE DINNERS

Date of Collection, October 10, 1914
Date of Examination, October 13, 1914

AND BANQUETS

Appearance
Turbidity
.D
Sediment
Color
Odor
.0
Gold
Hot
Veg.
Residue ori Evaporation
4,0
Total
Loss of ignition
1.2
Fixed
2.8
Ammonia
0.0012
Free
Albumenoid
—
Total
.60
In Solution
.00
In Suspension
0.42
Chlorine
Nitrogen as Nitrates, Trace
Nitrogen as Nitrites
.0
Oxygen Consumed
0.48
Hardness
1.5
0.031
Iron
Lead
.0
Alkalinity
1,0

. *.°

SUMMER STREET

KENNEBUNK,

-

MAINE

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
All size Mazda Lamps. Large assortment of Portable Lamps.
Agents for the Hot Point Heating appliances, Bread Toasters, Coffee
Percolators, Small Stoves, the new Aluminum Heating Pad—just out.
The famous Hot Point Flatiron,also have a large stock of Ever Ready
Batteries and Flash Light.« Electric Heaters for small rooms, Dining
Room, Dresser, and a good line of fixtures and Christmas tree ou tfits.

State of Maine Laboratory of Hygiene
Augusta, Maine, Oct. 19, 1914
Mousam Water Company,
Kennebunk, Maine.
Gentlemen:—The analysis of the frill sample of water from your public supply, sent to me on the 10th instant,
shows that the water is. in .safe and satisfactory condition to use for all domestic purposes at this time. No
evidence, of contact of the. water with polluting wastes of any kind was disclosed by either the chemical or
bacterial examinations. The water is in normal condition for this season of the year, and is a good Water to
use for drinking and for all domestic purposes.
Very truly yours,
H. D. EVans, Director
This water is analized four times a year by the Maine State Laboratory of Hygiene, Augusta.

NORTON & HARDEN
KENNEBUNK, ME.

4 Per Cent

rista Carol

Road to Success

VWS WORTH LONGFELLOW
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Trade at Home.
Get Married
Live Simply
Carry Life Ins:
Pay the Cash.

KENNEBUNK SAVINGS
BANK
Deposits—$904,000

Surplus and Profits—$54,000
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4 Per Cent

MOUSAM HOUSE,

KENNEBUNK. MAINE
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Keep an Expense Account.
Cut Out the Luxuries.
Have a Bank Account.
Bank the Savings.

J
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Wo pH Kind.
Mt p«opl* In the world
o stand always ready,
wrong, to address some*
idible aside with “Now
made me dot**

Good advice if we did give it free. Can you follow it? '
You can with our help. It will only take one
dollar to open an account ht our bank.
Write today. We pay 4 Per Cent

THE MdUSAM HOUSE is delightfully situated in the historic town of Kennebunk. It is the
oldest tavern in New England, but at the same time is modern and first-class in every respect.
The house is heated by steam, lighted by electricity and has bath room on Second floor. The trolley
cars pass both entrances. Fine stable in connection. Rates for permanent and transient guests.
If you are planning a vacation, summer Qr winter, send for! description of house arid rates,

The Springvale National Bank
SPRINGVALE, MAINE

rtiscrs

Mrs. N. M. Tibbetts,

Proprietor
4 Per Gent.

4 Per Cent

HELLO CENTRAL!
Connect me with the International Corres

pondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.
Ifthe long distance line is busy give me the nearest local representative

A Certificate for a full paid I. C. S. course in any one of over 270 subjects will prove a life long blessing.
A course for every one—Poultry Farming and Agriculture, Electrical, Languages, Technical Training in all
branches, Domestic Science and Home Economics and many others—Ask the Representative about the Fall
Paid Certificates for Xmas Presents.

HAPPY CHRISTMAS MORNING

The I. C. S. in this home
has made father happy with
promotion and an increase in
salary—That means a better
home and more pocket mon
ey for mother—better educa
tion and good clothes for the
kiddies.

Santa is pleased with the
Certificate. He likes the
I. C. S. —they raise salaries.

For information address Representative, care of The Enterprise

